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STRUCTURAL AND FUNCTIONAL DIAGRAM,
AUTOMATIC GRAPHS AND OPERATING
ALGORITHMS OF THE NATURAL AND ARTIFICIAL
COLD RECEIVER/ACCUMULATOR FOR MILK
COOLING
SCHEMA FUNCȚIONAL-STRUCTURALĂ, GRAFURILE
AUTOMATE ȘI ALGORITMURILE DE FUNCȚIONARE A
RECEPTORULUI-ACUMULATOR CU FRIG NATURAL ȘI
ARTIFICIAL PENTRU RĂCIREA LAPTELUI
Anatolie DAICU 1, Augustin VOLCONOVICI,2 Mihail CERNEI3,
Vasile LEU4, Victorin SLIPENCHI5, Onorin VOLCONOVICI6,
Ala CHIRSANOVA7
Abstract: This study is based on experimental data obtained on the milk cooling
system at the training cattle farm of the State Agrarian University of Moldova, which
comprises both natural and artificial sources of cold: a refrigeration unit and a natural
cooling installation. The paper describes the structure diagram and operating principles
of the natural and artificial cold receiver/accumulator with low energy consumption.
The control parameters of the milk cooling process in the flow-through cooler by using
natural and artificial cold were selected: water temperature in the accumulator installed
outside the farm, water temperature in the accumulator installed inside the farm,
atmospheric air temperature, and temperature of cooled milk. The operating algorithms
for the receiver/accumulator under study are presented based on automatic graphs and
logical algebra. The specific energy consumption for milk cooling when using the
proposed installation is 0.3 kW h/t in the cold season.

Keywords: Structural diagram, functional diagram, automatic graphs, operating
algorithms, atmospheric temperature, natural cooling installation, artificial cooling
installation, water accumulator, refrigeration installation.
1
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A. Daicu, A. Volconovici, M. Cernei, V. Leu, V. Slipenchi, O. Volconovici
Rezumat: Acest studiu se bazează pe datele experimentale obținute în baza
sistemului de răcire a laptelui de la ferma didactică de bovine din cadrul Universității
Agrare de Stat din Moldova, care constă dintr-o instalație frigorifică și o instalație cu
frig natural. Lucrarea descrie diagrama structurală și principiile de funcționare a
receptorului / acumulatorului cu frig natural și artificial cu consum redus de energie.
Au fost selectați parametrii de control ai procesului de răcire a laptelui cu utilizarea
frigului natural și artificial: temperatura apei în acumulatorul instalat în afara
fermei, temperatura apei în acumulatorul instalat în interiorul fermei, temperatura
aerului atmosferic și temperatura laptelui răcit. Algoritmii de funcționare a
receptorului / acumulatorului sunt prezentați în baza grafurilor automate și algebrei
logice. Consumul specific de energie electrică pentru răcirea laptelui la utilizarea
instalației propuse constituie 0.3 kW h/t în perioada rece a anului.

Cuvinte cheie: Schemă funcțional-structurală, grafuri automate, algoritmuri de
funcționare, temperatura aerului atmosferic, instalație cu frig natural, instalație cu
frig artificial, acumulator cu apă, instalație frigorifică.
1.

Introduction

The environmental issues and those of low energy consumption are key
issues in the field of food storage, especially for the primary milk processing [1].
The non-traditional technique of natural cooling is ecofriendly, because it excludes
the use of freons, has a low energy consumption due to its limited consumption
when accumulating cold and it does not require additional refrigeration rooms, and
this contributes to improving economic indicators [2, 3]. The problem of using
natural cold for milk cooling is urgent for Republic of Moldova, since it imports
over 90% of energy resources.
A complex analysis of operating, structural, energetic, technological and
economic effects confirms the appropriateness of using natural and artificial cold for
milk cooling.
The sources of economic effect are:
• reduction of energy consumption when cooling milk;
• reduction of electric power of the milk cooling system;
• improvement of the production quality by enhancing the operational
reliability of natural cooling installations (IFN);
• reduction of raw materials consumption for IFN manufacturing.
2. Materials and methods
The operating algorithms of the automated natural and artificial cooling
installation were developed based on automatic graphs and logical algebra.
The study was conducted based on experimental data obtained at the
training and experimental complex of the State Agrarian University of Moldova
(SAUM), where a combined installation was implemented. It included a
refrigeration installation and a natural cooling installation for milk cooling.

Structural and functional diagram, automatic graphs and operating algorithms

a)
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b)

Figure 1. Combined refrigeration system for milk cooling with natural (a)
and artificial cold (b)

3. Results and discussions
It is possible to enhance the performance of the natural and artificial
cooling installation (Fig.2; Fig.3) by:
• using two water accumulators, one installed outside the farm and another
one – inside the farm;
• spraying water in the water accumulator;
• obtaining hot water in the accumulator outside the farm for the process
needs of the farm during the warm season.

Figure 2. Structural and functional diagram of the refrigeration installation and the water accumulator
for milk cooling in the flow-through cooler by using natural and artificial cold:
1 – refrigeration installation; 2 – water accumulator with thermal insulation installed inside the farm;
3 – sprayer; 4 – flow-through cooler for milk cooling; 5 – water accumulator installed outside the farm.
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The water accumulator outside the farm is used to cool milk in the cold
season, while in the warm season, water is heated naturally for the process needs of
the farm. At the same time, during the warm season, water from the refrigeration
installation is cooled and is later used to cool milk. The use of the water
accumulator also in the warm season (for t> 40С) for cooling water in the
accumulator from the refrigeration installation allows reducing the electric power of
the refrigeration installation by about 1.6-1.7 times
Water spraying in the cold or warm season permits respectively to lower or
raise the water temperature practically to the atmospheric temperature.
The natural and artificial cooling receiver/accumulator for milk cooling is
shown in Fig. 3 [4]. The receiver/accumulator consists of a heat exchanger tank 1, a
heat exchanger for milk 2, a refrigerant pump 3, an insulated tank for the refrigerant
4, a drain pipe 5, rotating spray pipes 6, aerodynamic plates 7, and on the axis of
the cylinder 8, there is mounted a rotating pipe 9, which has cone points 10 at the
ends, which enter the axial bearings 11 with inverse cones, of which one outer
scone is located on the screen 12, and another one is located on the heat exchanger
tank 1, while the lower part of the rotating pipe 9 enters the cylindrical cavity 13 of
the lower axial bearing, joined by the pipe 14 with the refrigerant pump 3 and
further with the thermal insulation tank 4. In the lower part of the rotating pipe 9,
which is in the internal cavity 13 of the axial bearing 11, there are holes, and the
spray pipes 6 are placed radially on the outside of the pipe 9 in several rows.
Some ends are connected to the inner part of the rotating pipe 9, and other
ends are blocked, and there are a series of spray holes with horizontal axes along the
generators of all spray pipes 6 on the same side, and above and below the spray pipes
6 and along the entire length of the rotating pipe 9 there are a number of aerodynamic
plates 7. A hollow cylinder 8 is installed with the formation of a gap with the upper
edge of the heat exchanger tank 1, in the wall of which there is an opening of the
drain pipe 5 connected to the insulated tank 4, and inside the heat exchanger 1 at the
opening of the drain pipe 5 there is a screen 15 covering it, which forms gaps with the
side wall of the heat exchanger tank 1 above and below, and at the top of it, at the
level of the spray pipes mounted on the coaxial cylindrical screen 16. The hollow
cylinder 8 is made of net, and a cylindrical shield 16 is installed in its upper part, on
the outside, at the level of spray pipes. The accumulator/receiver works as follows. It
is installed on the roof of the production room or on an upper passage, while the
production room contains an insulated tank 4, a cooling pump 3 and a heat exchanger
for milk 2. The accumulator/receiver is filled with water (coolant).
During the cold season, to cool the milk, which comes in the heat
exchanger for milk 2, the refrigerant pump 3 is connected and the refrigerant enters
the internal cavity 13 through the pipe 14, then through the holes in the internal
cavity of the rotating pipe 9 into the spray pipes 6 and is sprayed through holes. At
the same time, the rotation moment is formed. The sprayed refrigerant goes
downwards encountering a massive stream of cold air, which is directed by the

Structural and functional diagram, automatic graphs and operating algorithms
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aerodynamic plates 7 into the cylinder 8. The captured air enters the gap between
the upper part 8 and the screen 12. The sprayed cooled refrigerant reaches the heat
exchanger tank 1. If there is ice in the tank, then the refrigerant drains to the surface
of the ice, cools and goes to the insulated tank 4 through the drain pipe 5. If there is
ice water or water mixed with ice in the heat exchanger tank 1 then cold water is
“pushed” from the bottom of the heat exchanger tank 1 and passing under the edge
of the screen 15 it reaches the drain pipe 5 and goes further into the insulated tank
4, and then into the refrigerant pump and the process is repeated.

Figure 3. Flow-through natural and artificial cold receiver/accumulator for cooling milk
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The control parameters of the milk cooling process in the flow-through
cooler by using natural and artificial cooling are:
- water temperature in the accumulator installed outside the farm;
- water temperature in the insulated accumulator installed inside the farm;
- atmospheric air temperature;
- temperature of cooled milk.
These temperatures are fixed by the temperature transducers 17,18, 24 and
29, Fig. 3.
Next, we have developed automatic graphs and operating algorithms of the
natural and artificial cooling refrigeration installation (receiver/accumulator). [5].
The automatic graph of the M19 refrigeration installation in the milk cooling
mode is presented in Fig.4 .

Figure 4. Automatic graph of the M19 refrigeration installation,
where: O; P; IT; A – operating conditions of the M19 refrigeration installation, stop, start, operation, and fault,
respectively;
M19 - refrigeration installation (compressor 1);
H19 and h19 - start and stop command, respectively;
H19 - lack of stop signal;
h̄19 - lack of signal from the stop button;
x17 and x18 - presence of signals from the transducers 17 and 18;
x̄17 and x̄18 - lack of signals from the transducers 17 and 18;
h̄19 - lack of signal from the stop button;
Pa1 and Pa2 - presence of fault signals;
P̅a1 and P̅a2 - lack of fault signals.

The operating algorithm of the refrigeration installation developed based on
the automatic graph presented in Fig. 4 has the form:
(1)
𝑌19 = (𝑥17 ∙ 𝑥18 + 𝐻19 ) ∙ ̅̅̅̅
ℎ19 ∙ ̅̅̅̅̅
𝑃𝑎1 ∙ ̅̅̅̅̅
𝑃𝑎2 ∙ 𝑀19
The automatic graph of the M3 water pump in the milk cooling mode is
shown in Fig.5
The operating algorithm of the M3 water pump developed based on the
automatic graph presented in Fig. 5 has the form:
(2)
𝑌3 = (𝑌16 ∙ ̅̅̅
𝑥8 + 𝐻3 ) ∙ ̅̅̅
ℎ3 ∙ ̅̅̅̅̅
𝑃𝑎1 ∙ ̅̅̅̅̅
𝑃𝑎2 ∙ 𝑀3
The automatic graph of the M3 water pump in the water heating mode
(during the warm season) in the heat exchanger tank 1 (Fig. 3) is presented in Fig.6.

Structural and functional diagram, automatic graphs and operating algorithms

Figure 5. Automatic graph of the M3 water pump in the milk cooling mode,
where:
M3 - water pump;
H3 and h3 - start and stop command, respectively;
H̅3 - lack of stop signal;
h̄3 - lack of signal from the stop button;
Ym16 - presence of the milk pump operation signal;
Pa1 and Pa2 - presence of fault signals;
P̅a1 and P̅a2 - lack of fault signals.

Figure 6. Automatic graph of the M3 water pump in the water heating mode
where: M3 - water pump;
H3 and h3 - start and stop command, respectively;
H̅3 - lack of stop signal;
h̄3 - lack of signal from the stop button;
Y25 - presence of signal from the valve 25;
Y26 - presence of signal from the valve 26;
Y̅27 - lack of signal from the valve 27;
x̄24– lack of signal from the water temperature transducer in the tank;
x̄17– lack of signal from the atmospheric temperature transducer;
Pa1 and Pa2 - presence of fault signals;
P̅a1 and P̅a2 - lack of fault signals.
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The operating algorithm of the M3 water pump in the water heating mode
developed based on the automatic graph presented in Fig. 6 has the form:
̅̅̅ ̅̅̅̅̅ ̅̅̅̅̅
(3)
𝑌3 = (𝑌25 ∙ 𝑌26 ∙ ̅̅̅̅
𝑌27 ∙ ̅̅̅̅
𝑥24 ∙ 𝑥
̅̅̅̅
17 + 𝐻3 ) ∙ ℎ3 ∙ 𝑃𝑎1 ∙ 𝑃𝑎2 ∙ 𝑀3
Automatic graphs of the valves 20 and 21 are presented in Fig. 7.

(a)

(b)

Figure 7. Automatic graphs of valves 20 (a) and 21(b)
where:
M20- valve 20
M21- valve 21
x17 – presence of signal from the atmospheric transducer 17
x̄27 – lack of signal from the atmospheric transducer 17

The operating algorithm of the valves 20 and 21 developed based on the
automatic graph presented in Fig. 7 has the form:
(4)
𝑌20 = 𝑥17 ∙ 𝑀20
(5)
𝑌21 = 𝑥
̅̅̅̅
17 ∙ 𝑀21
The automatic graphs of the valves 25 and 26 are presented in Fig.8.

a)

b)

Figure 8. Automatic graphs of the valves 25 (a) and 26(b)
where:
M25– - valve 25
M26 - valve 26
x17 - presence of signal from the atmospheric transducer 17
x̄27 - lack of signal from the atmospheric transducer 17

The operating algorithm of the valves 25 and 26 developed based on the
automatic graph presented in Fig. 8 has the form:
(6)
𝑌25 = 𝑥17 ∙ 𝑥
̅̅̅̅
27 ∙ 𝑀25

Structural and functional diagram, automatic graphs and operating algorithms

𝑌26 = 𝑥17 ∙ 𝑥
̅̅̅̅
27 ∙ 𝑀26
The automatic graphs of the valves 27 and 28 are presented in Fig. 9.

a)
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(7)

b)

Figure 9. Automatic graphs of the valves 27(a) and 28(b)
where:
M27 - valve 27
M28- valve 28
y̅25 – lack of signal from the valve 25
y̅26- lack of signal from the valve 26

The operating algorithm of the valves 27 and 28 developed based on the
automatic graph presented in Fig. 9 has the form:
(8)
𝑌27 = ̅̅̅̅
𝑦25 ∙ ̅̅̅̅
𝑦26 ∙ 𝑀27
(9)
𝑌28 = ̅̅̅̅
𝑦25 ∙ ̅̅̅̅
𝑦26 ∙ 𝑀28
Based on the operating algorithms, the schematic electrical diagram for
controlling the natural and artificial cooling accumulator was developed at the
training and experimental complex of the State Agrarian University of Moldova
(SAUM). The specific energy consumption for milk cooling when using the
proposed installation is 0.3 kW h/t in the cold season, compared to 30-35 kW h/t
when using typical refrigeration installations. [6,7].
4. Conclusions
1. The structural and functional diagram, automatic graphs and operating
algorithms of the flow-through natural and artificial cooling receiver/accumulator
for milk cooling with low energy consumption were elaborated in the paper.
2. The automated natural and artificial cooling installation was developed
and the control parameters for milk and water cooling were selected.
3. The specific energy consumption for milk cooling when using the
proposed installation is 0.3 kW h/t in the cold season, compared to 30-35 kW h/t
when using typical refrigeration installations.
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4. The use of the water accumulator also in the warm season (for t> 4 0С) for
cooling water in the accumulator from the refrigeration installation allows reducing
the electric power of the refrigeration installation by about 1.6-1.7 times
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PARTICULARITY OF THE RESPONSE OF A POWER
LINE IN MODULATION MODE IN TERMS
OF AMPLITUDE, FREQUENCY AND PHASE ANGLE
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AMPLITUDINE, FRECVENȚĂ ȘI UNGHI DE FAZĂ
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Abstract: The purpose is to analyze the similarity of the reaction of the power
line at the random variations of voltage, frequency and phase angle in the permanent
mode of the power line in alternating current. The research is based on the
application of the theory of modulation of electrical signals in radio circuits. The
possibility of analyzing the variation processes with the model of the single-tone
modulator signal was argued. It has been shown that the similarity of the power line
reaction to amplitude modulation or angular modulation is determined by the identity
of the harmonic spectra of the modulated signal, regardless of the physical essence of
the modulation process. The upper limit of the modulator signal frequency are below
the frequency deviation limit of the power system.

Keywords: amplitude, frequency, phase modulation, harmonic spectrum, frequency
band, single tone modulation model, modulation index
Rezumat: Scopul investigației constă în analiza similitudinii reacției liniei
electrice la variațiile aleatoare ale tensiunii, frecvenței și unghiului de fază în regimul
permanent al liniei electrice în curent alternativ. Cercetrea se bazează pe aplicarea
teoriei modulației semnalelor electrice în circuitele radio. S-a argumentat
posibilitatea analizei variației amplitudinii, frecvenței și fazei cu modelul semnalului
modulator cu un singur ton. S-a demonstrat, că similitudinea reacției liniei electrice la
modulația în amplitudine sau modulația unghiulară se determină de identitatea
spectrelor de armonici ale semnalului modulat, indiferent de esența fizică a procesului
de modulație. Valorile limita de sus a frecvenței semnalului modulator sunt sub limita
deviației frecvenței sistemului electroenergetic.
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banda de frecvență, modelul modulației cu un singur ton, indice de modulație
1. Introduction
Unified power systems provide advantages in the security of electricity
supply to final consumers, with the ability to adapt to random variations in load in
different consumption nodes. Variations of load lead to deviations in the frequency
of the energy system and to pulsations of active and reactive power that can affect
the stability of the operation of the power system and the stability of the voltage in
the electrical networks [1]. The disadvantage consist is the rapid spread of
disruptions, which can lead to system accidents with power outages for consumers
in large areas of the country [2, 3].
The variation in voltage and frequency over time leads to pulsations of the
values of power flows in the electrical networks [4], as well as these pulsations can
be conditioned by the development of the infrastructure element currently defined
as “microgrid” [5] and the increase of intermittent generation in modern power
systems [6].
Energetics development planning must be linked to the country's energy
policy objectives and the capacity to achieve these objectives in the set terms [7 9]. Frequently, as a difficulty of promoting the concept of parallel operation of
electric power systems is found the inconsistency of frequency maintenance
standards in electric power systems, which would have benefits in parallel
operation. Knowing the peculiarities of the reaction of power systems to variations
in voltage and frequency over time may suggest new approaches to the problem of
interconnection of both power systems and new structural elements of power
systems such as "microgrids" for the formation of unified structures, to the increase
of energy seciurity and efficiencyfor the consumer electricity.
The aim of this paper is to analyze the similarity of the reaction of the
power line to random variations of voltage, frequency and phase angle in the time
domain and establish the functional link of the indices, which characterize these
types of modulation for the normal mode operation of the power line.
2. The phenomenon of modulation in electrical networks
Voltage and frequency fluctuations exist in any power supply system and
occur due to load change, switching of generators, power lines or loads, etc. [10].
The development of increasing oscillations, conditioned by small load disturbances,
can lead to changes in power flows in power lines, changes in operating parameters,
as well as, in some cases, the creation of conditions for loss of operating stability
(collapse of the power system). These phenomena are manifested by variations in
voltage, frequency and power transmitted through the lines of the power system,
including the interconnection lines at the interface of power systems.
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The modulation phenomenon in the electrical networks is represented
schematically in fig.1, in which the input signals are noted 𝑢1 (𝑡) ≡ 𝑝1(𝑡) , output
𝑢2 (𝑡) ≡ 𝑝2 (𝑡) and modulating signal (disturbing) 𝑠(𝑡) ≡ 𝑝𝑠 (𝑡). This structure it
prezents the block diagram of the portion of the infrastructure used for the
transmission of energy flow, which is modified over time by external and / or
internal disturbances (fig.1). The amplitude, frequency or phase of the disturbing
signal may be periodic, non-periodic, including random time functions.

s(t ) = S uam (t ), fm (t ),  m (t ) 
s (t )  ps (t )

u1 (t )  p1 (t )

Power lines

u2 (t )  p2 (t ) = p1 (t ) + ps (t )

Figure 1. Electric line in disturbance mode

In this context, the analysis of the variation of frequency and voltage,
which lead to fluctuations of power transmitted through electricity networks is of
both scientific and practical interest for managing the operation of the power
system at variable loads, including the development of optimal control algorithms
with control equipment of the electrical networks regime.
Electrical signals can be classified according to several signs: deterministic
and non-deterministic (random), periodic and non-periodic, etc. Measurable signals
characterize both the parameters of the transmitted energy flows and the quality
indices of electricity. Amplitude, frequency and phase values are used as
measurable parameters. We will indicate the peculiarity, that in fact, the measured
signals are generally random quantities, whose values have variations over time.
These variations have an impact on the operating regime of the electricity networks
and on the quality indices of the electricity transmitted through these networks.
In general, the effects that may occur due to the variation over time of the
instantaneous voltage 𝑢𝑎𝑚 (𝑡), frequency 𝑓𝜔𝑚 (𝑡) and the total phase 𝜓  m (𝑡) in
power lines can be perceived as the reaction of the power line to the phenomenon
of disturbance of the line regime by the modulating signal s(t). The function of the
modulating signal can be presented by the operator S:
𝑠(𝑡) = 𝑆[𝑢𝑎𝑚 (𝑡), 𝑓𝜔𝑚 (𝑡), 𝜓𝜑𝑚 (𝑡)].

(1)
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Parameter 𝜓  m (𝑡) in relation (1) is defined as the total phase of the
modulating signal 𝑠(𝑡). For the modulator signal 𝑠(𝑡) the instantaneous value of the
angular frequency can be calculated using the relation [11]:

𝜔𝜑𝑚 =

𝑑𝜓𝜑𝑚 (𝑡)
𝑑𝑡

(2)

In general, the instantaneous voltage of the electrical network in a network
node is presented by relation:
𝑢(𝑡) = 𝑈𝑚 (𝑡)cos [𝜔(𝑡)𝑡 + 𝜑(𝑡)],

(3)

in which 𝑢(𝑡) - the instantaneous value of the voltage; 𝑈𝑚 (𝑡) - voltage amplitude;
𝜔(𝑡) - the instantaneous angular frequency of the voltage; 𝜑(𝑡) - phase of the
voltage.
The functions presented in relations (1) and (3) can be used to analyze the
impact of various influencing factors, including, randomly, on the process of power
transmission through power lines, including in the interconnection power lines of
two power systems.
In order to obtain quantitative data that characterize the process of
electricity transmission in a variation of parameters over time, it is useful to
examine the particularities of the amplitude, frequency and phase modulation
phenomena in power grid networks, which are random.
3. Generalities regarding the amplitude modulation phenomenon
Modulation of the signal amplitude in the linear circuit, for example, due to
the variation of the voltage on the bars of the power plant or transformer station can
lead to the appearance of low frequency subharmonics according to the mechanism
for performing the amplitude modulation. In normal operating regimes of electrical
networks these voltage deviations are limited to the level of 𝛥𝑈=±5%; ±10%
[12]. These values, depending on the rated voltage of the power line, can be
accepted as limit parameters of the amplitude fluctuation in normal operation of the
power grid. This restriction allows us to define the frequency band of the voltage
amplitude modulation signal, using the durations of the prescribed time intervals
for measuring the values of the permissible voltage deviations in the electrical
networks [12].
The measurement standards of the electricity quality indices set out the
procedures and conditions for carrying out the measurements, for example, for slow
and rapid variations in voltage over time. Results of measurements performed over
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time with duration t = 10 min , which corresponds to the multiple time with 1008
periods of the AC mains voltage, are used in the experimental determination of the
short-term flicker dose. Voltage aberration measurements are performed for time
intervals of 2 hours and over a week. Measurements of voltage variation over large
time intervals allow the detection and estimation of amplitude oscillation
characteristics, which can be considered as characteristics of the amplitude
modulation signal.
For example, those deviations, which are determined for shorter time
intervals as 𝑡 ≤ 60𝑠, are considered as rapid variations. The characteristic of the
relative variation of the voltage is determined by measurements in observation
periods exceeding 500 ms with the smallest time decreting step equal to 10 ms [13].
This requirement can be interpreted as a parameter of the time of rapid oscillation,
for example, 𝑇𝛥𝑇 ≥ 500𝑚𝑠, which can be used as a reference to estimate the
frequency value of the mains amplitude modulation signal. The maximum
1
frequency of the modulating signal will be estimated from the relation 𝑓𝛺𝑢 = 𝑇 .
𝛥𝑇

For rapid voltage variations with measurement duration 𝑇𝛥𝑇 ≥ 500𝑚𝑠, the
angular frequency of the modulation signal will be equal to:
𝛺𝑢 = 2𝜋𝑓𝛺𝑢 =

2𝜋
= 12.56 𝑟𝑎𝑑/𝑠
𝛥𝑇

(4)

Estimating the value of the modulator signal frequency based on the
recommended time intervals for performing the measurements [12, 13] indicates
that these frequencies will have a value below 12.56 rad / s. For example, the
estimated value of the modulation signal frequency for the measurement time
𝑇𝛥𝑇 = 60𝑠 is equal 𝛺𝑢60 ≈ 0.052 𝑟𝑎𝑑/𝑠. These estimates of the upper limit of the
modulator equivalent signal frequency can be used as primary data to determine the
value of the frequency modulation coefficient due to the variation of the network
voltage over time.
In the paper [14] are presented experimental data on the voltage variation in
the 10 kV network, which shows that the period of slow voltage evolution is
approx. 25 min. For this time interval (the period of the oscillation wave of the
modulating signal 𝑇𝛥𝑇 ≈ 25 𝑚𝑖𝑛 = 1500 𝑠), the amplitude modulation wave
2𝜋
oscillation will have the value of 𝛺𝑢 = 𝑇 = 4.18 ∗ 10−3 𝑟𝑎𝑑/𝑠. These
𝛥𝑇

preliminary observations, based on the prescriptions of the normative documents in
force and measurements in the electricity network, allow us to form the quantitative
benchmarks necessary to analyze the impact of the variation phenomenon in time of
the network regime parameters on power transmission processes through lines, in
case the harmonic spectrum of the modulated signal is known. Thus, the analysis of
the impact of variations in voltage, frequency and phase in the power line is
reduced to determining the harmonic spectrum of a signal equivalent to these
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variations in voltage, frequency and phase in the power line. To determine the
harmonic spectrum generated by the variation in time of the parameters of the
power line regime, we will use some theoretical aspects, which are used to describe
and analyze the processes of modulation of electrical signals in radio circuits [15].
3.1. Amplitude modulation in the electrical network
In the AC power system, the fundamental frequency can be defined as the
carrier oscillation 𝜔0 = 2𝜋𝑓0 . The carrier wave signal is described of relationship
𝑢1 (𝑡) = 𝑈𝑚1 cos (𝜔0 𝑡 + 𝜑𝑢1 ) or relationship 𝑢1 (𝑡) = 𝑈𝑚1 cos𝜓𝑢1 (𝑡), in which
𝑈𝑚1 - the amplitude of the carrier wave harmonic; 𝜔0 , 𝜑𝑢1 - the angular frequency
and the initial phase of the carrier wave. Parameter 𝜓𝑢1 (𝑡) = 𝜔0 𝑡 + 𝜑𝑢1 (𝑡) shows
the total phase of the oscillation signal of the carrier wave [11, 15].
In general, the instantaneous voltage of the electrical network can be
presented by the relationship:
𝑢𝑎𝑚 = 𝑈𝑚 (𝑡)𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜔0 𝑡 + 𝜑𝑢 (𝑡)).

(5)

in which 𝑢𝑎𝑚 (𝑡) - the instantaneous value of the modulated signal; 𝑈𝑚 , 𝜑𝑢 (𝑡) - the
amplitude and voltage phase, which can also be time functions.
When the amplitude is forced to change over time 𝑈𝑚 , of the phase 𝜑𝑢 (𝑡),
hence and of the total phase 𝜓𝑢 (𝑡), the modulation regime of the electrical signal in
the examined circuit takes place. We will mention that these forced changes can be
conditioned by different factors, including random factors.
Modulation in amplitude, phase or frequency is distinguished. Frequency
modulation and phase modulation are closely linked. The difference between
frequency modulation and phase modulation is manifested only in the nature of the
change in time of the total phase 𝜓𝑢 (𝑡).
𝑑𝜑𝑢 (𝑡)
For the amplitude modulation case the condition will be met 𝑑𝑡
= 0 and
the modulation process is described by the relationship, which results from (5):
𝑢𝑎𝑚 = 𝑈𝑚 (𝑡)𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜔0 𝑡 + 𝜑0 ),

(6)

in which 𝑢𝑎𝑚 (𝑡) - the instantaneous value of the modulated voltage; 𝑈𝑚 - function
of variation in time of the amplitude of the carrier wave (winding curve); 𝜔0 , 𝜑0 the frequency and the initial phase of the voltage (oscillator signal).
The time variation of the voltage amplitude 𝑈𝑚 (𝑡) forms the modulated
voltage winding curve. The modulation signal is presented by the function 𝑠(𝑡),
which is generally a non-sinusoidal function [15], but for which the interval of
evolution or the period of repetition can be defined. For these conditions the
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amplitude of the coating curve 𝑈𝑚𝑢 (𝑡) of the modulated signal based on the voltage
variation mechanism of the electrical network will be presented by the relation:
𝑈𝑚𝑢 (𝑡) = 𝑈𝑚 + 𝑘𝑎𝑚 𝑠(𝑡),

(7)

where: 𝑈𝑚 - the amplitude of the carrier wave, which for the electrical network
with the frequency 𝑓0 = 𝑓𝑛𝑜𝑚 = 50𝐻𝑧 is determined by the nominal value of the
voltage 𝑈𝑚 = √2𝑈𝑛𝑜𝑚 ; 𝑘𝑎𝑚 - proportionality coefficient.
3.2. Applicability of the single-tone amplitude modulation model
The function 𝑠(𝑡) from relation (6) has in general present as non-sinusoidal
function, either periodic or non-periodic. For these conditions the signal 𝑠(𝑡) it can
be presented by a spectrum of harmonics, obtained with the application of the
Fourier transform [16]:
+∞

𝑠(𝑡) = ∑ 𝐶𝑛 𝑒
𝑛=−∞

+∞
𝑗(𝑛𝜔1 𝑡+𝜑𝑛 )

= ∑ 𝐶𝑛 𝑒 𝑗𝑛𝜔1 𝑡 𝑒 𝑗𝜑𝑛 .

(8)

𝑛=−∞

Considering that the function 𝑠(𝑡) has derivatives of order (m - 1), and the
derivative m is continuous over the function definition interval, the values of the
1
coefficients of the Fourier transform change slowly according to the ratio 𝑛𝑚. As a
result of this finding, it turns out that for the coefficients 𝑎𝑛 and 𝑏𝑛 of the Fourier
𝐶
𝐶
transform of the function 𝑠(𝑡) the conditions will be met |𝑎𝑛 | < 𝑛𝑚, |𝑏𝑛 | < 𝑛𝑚, where
C = const.; n=1, 2, 3, 4,….- the order of the higher harmonics of the signal transformed
into the spectrum [16]. For m > 1 the harmonic series has a fast convergence, and for m
= 1 this process has a slower evolutionary character. For functions with symmetrical
shape the coefficient m=2, and for the sinusoidal signal it has the value m=3 [16], thus
ensuring a fairly rapid convergence of the Fourier series. Next, we will use this property
to argue the possibility of limiting the number of higher harmonics on the description of
the modulated signal when applying the process of analyzing the reaction of the circuit
to modulation with the single-tone signal.
When accepting the hypothesis, that the voltage deviations have a relatively
symmetrical character with respect to the time axis (we appeal to the restriction
Umax   0.1Unom [13]) maximum voltage change characteristic, it turns out, that
the Fourier transform consists of odd harmonics. For symmetric voltage deviations,
the coefficients of the real component and the imaginary component of the odd
1
1
third order harmonic will have the following values: 𝑎3 ≤ 32 ≈ 0.11 și 𝑏3 ≤ 32 ≈
0.11. The amplitude of the third order harmonic of the spectrum has the value
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A3  0.16 A1 , so its share is below the value of 16% from the amplitude of the
fundamental harmonic of the analyzed signal. At the first approximation, it allows
us to present the relation that describes the phenomenon of amplitude modulation in
the electrical network with the help of a harmonic function 𝑠(𝑡), which has the
fundamental angular frequency 𝛺𝑢 and phase 𝜑0𝑢 . Equivalent modulation function
𝑠𝑢 (𝑡) of the carrier wave voltage has the amplitude 𝑆0 ≡ 𝑈𝑚𝑢 and can be presented
in the first approximation as a single-tone harmonic oscillation:

𝑠𝑢 (𝑡) = 𝑆0 cos (𝛺𝑢 𝑡 + 𝜑0𝑢

(9)

3.3. The frequency spectrum to amplitude modulation
Taking into account relations (7) and (9), the modulated signal winding
curve was presented by the relation:
𝑈𝑚 (𝑡) = 𝑈𝑚 + 𝑈𝑚𝑢 cos(𝛺𝑢 𝑡 + 𝜑0𝑢 ),

(10)

where 𝛺𝑢 - angular frequency of the modulating signal, determined by the
characteristic of the variation in time of the mains voltage; 𝜑0𝑢 - the initial phase of
the coating curve; 𝑈𝑚 - the amplitude of the carrier oscillation; 𝑈𝑚𝑢 = 𝑘𝑎𝑚 𝑆0 - the
amplitude of the wrapping curve for the case of single tone modulation.
The relations (5) and (10), it shows that the instantaneous value of the
modulated voltage, due to the variation of the mains voltage, will be presented by
the following expression:
𝑢𝑎𝑚 (𝑡) = 𝑈𝑚 (1 + 𝑚𝑢 𝑐𝑜𝑠 (𝛺𝑢 𝑡 + 𝜑0𝑢 ))cos (𝜔0 𝑡 + 𝜑0 )
in which, 𝑚𝑢 =

𝑈𝑚𝑢
𝑈𝑚

(11)

< 1 - amplitude modulation coefficient; 𝜔0 - angular

frequency in the power system; 𝛺𝑢 - frequency of the modulating signal, equivalent
to the character of the voltage variation in the power line.
The value of the voltage modulation coefficient (index) mu is calculated
with relationship [17]:
𝑚𝑢 =

𝑈𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝑈𝑚𝑖𝑛
𝑈𝑚𝑎𝑥 + 𝑈𝑚𝑖𝑛

(12)

where 𝑈𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 1.1𝑈𝑛𝑜𝑚 - the maximum permissible value of the mains voltage
deviation; 𝑈𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 0.9𝑈𝑛𝑜𝑚 - the minimum permissible value of the mains voltage
deviation; 𝑈𝑛𝑜𝑚 - rated mains voltage.
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From equation (12) it follows that the modulation coefficient 𝑚𝑢 , due to
the variation of the mains voltage, it will have the maximum allowable value
𝑚𝑢 = 0.1.
By transforming the product of the trigonometric functions in equation
(12), considering that the initial phase of the carrier oscillation 0 = 0 and
modulation wave 0u = 0 , the following relation is obtained:
𝑢𝑎𝑚 (𝑡) = 𝑈𝑚 cos𝜔0 𝑡 +

𝑚𝑢 𝑈𝑚
cos(𝜔0
2

+ 𝛺𝑢 ) 𝑡 +

𝑚𝑢 𝑈𝑚
cos(𝜔0
2

− 𝛺𝑢 ) 𝑡

(13)

Modulation oscillation frequency is lower than carrier wave oscillation
frequency.
Frequency band Bu of the spectrum obtained by amplitude modulation has
the value Bu = sup − inf = 0 + u − 0 + u = 2u .
It follows from (13) that when the condition is met u  0 , what is
observed for electrical networks, frequency u determines only the bandwidth of
the frequency spectrum Bu = 2u and has no influence on the amplitude of the
lateral harmonics of the spectrum. The amplitudes of the lateral harmonics are
determined by the modulation coefficient of the amplitude of the carrier oscillation
wave mu .
4. Angular modulation
The frequency and phase of the carrier wave signal when performing the
frequency and phase modulation change in proportion to the time variation of the
modulating signal. The mechanism for performing the frequency or phase
modulation results from relation (5) to the fulfillment of the conditions: 𝑈𝑚 (𝑡) =
𝑈𝑚 = 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡. and 𝜔0 = 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡. The total phase of the frequency modulated signal is
described by the relationship, 𝜓𝜔 (𝑡) = 𝜔0 𝑡 + 𝑘𝜔 𝑠𝜔 (𝑡), where 𝑘𝜔 - proportionality
coefficient, and 𝑠𝜔 (𝑡) - modulation function.
Instantaneous frequency 𝜔𝜔 (𝑡) is determined as the first derivative (see
𝑑𝜓 (𝑡)
(2)) of the total phase 𝜔𝜔 (𝑡) = 𝜔 , and the total instantaneous phase of the
𝑑𝑡

modulated signal is determined by integrating the instantaneous frequency
[15]:
𝑡

𝜓𝜔 (𝑡) = ∫ 𝜔𝜔 (𝜏)𝑑𝜏 + 𝜑0
0

(14)
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This kinship of the parameters of the instantaneous frequency and the
instantaneous total phase of the modulated signal indicates to the community of
these two angular modulation mechanisms and the identity of the result obtained as
a result of the frequency modulation or the phase modulation.
Differentiating the argument of relation (5) allows us to determine the
instantaneous angular frequency at the angular modulation 𝜔𝜑 (𝑡) =
𝑑𝜑(𝑡)
.
𝑑𝑡

𝑑𝜑(𝑡)
𝑑𝑡

𝑑𝜓𝜑 (𝑡)
𝑑𝑡

= 𝜔0 +

The derivative
causes the instantaneous frequency to deviate 𝜔𝜑 (𝑡)
from the frequency of the carrier wave 𝜔0 . In this context, frequency deviation 𝛥𝜔
in the electric power system conditioned by different influencing factors it can be
seen as an angular modulation exerted by the signal 𝑠𝜔 (𝑡). Any change in
frequency leads to a change in phase and vice versa, any change in phase
conditioned by frequency modulation leads to a change in frequency. This trivial
finding emphasizes that frequency variation and phase variation do not exist
separately, because these effects can only exist simultaneously, so in torque in
electrical networks.
In order for the modulated signal oscillation to be considered close to the
harmonic oscillation by shape it is necessary that the frequency variation 𝛥𝜔(𝑡) =
2𝜋
𝜔(𝑡) − 𝜔0 during the period 𝑇0 = 𝜔 have a small value compared to the frequency
0

ω (t) for the given time [15]. Taking into account this observation, as well as the
requirements for industrial frequency stability [12, 13], it can be seen that this
provision is fully met for power systems. As a result, the modulation signal 𝑠𝜔 (𝑡)
of frequency (or phase angle function 𝑠𝜑 (𝑡)) it can be matched to a trigonometric
oscillating function, for example, 𝑠𝜔 (𝑡) ≡ cos (𝛺𝜔 𝑡 + 𝜑0𝛺 ) or in phase modulation
𝜑
𝑠𝜑 (𝑡) ≡ cos (𝛺𝜑 𝑡 + 𝜑0 ).
Considering for simplicity, as the initial phase 𝜑0𝛺 = 𝜑0𝜔 = 0, the
frequency modulation signal will be presented by the relationship:
𝑠𝜔 (𝑡) = 𝑈𝑚𝛺 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛺𝜔 𝑡,

(15)

where 𝑈𝑚𝛺 - the amplitude of the frequency modulation signal voltage.
The function 𝑠𝜔 (𝑡) of (15) describes the winding curve of the variation of
the amplitude of the mains voltage generated by the instantaneous variation
phenomenon 𝜔𝜔 (𝑡) (or phase angle 𝜑𝜑 (𝑡)) in the circuit. In this context, the impact
of frequency variation or phase variation has signs of kinship with the phenomenon
of amplitude modulation, because even in this case a resulting signal is obtained
with time variation of amplitude, which is perceived as the envelope curve and is
described by the equation:
𝑢𝜔𝑚 (𝑡) = 𝑈𝑚 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜓(𝑡).

(16)
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Frequency modulation. Frequency spectrum

Frequency modulation provides for the variation of the frequency over time
under the action of the modulating signal 𝑠𝜔 (𝑡). In frequency modulation, the
amplitudes and initial phases of the carrier wave signal and the modulator signal
have constant values. The evolution over time of the instantaneous frequency of the
modulated signal is described by the relation:
𝜔(𝑡) = 𝜔0 + 𝑘𝜔 𝑠𝜔 (𝑡),

(17)

in which 𝜔0 - carrier wave frequency; 𝛥𝜔(t) - the deviation of the instantaneous
frequency from the carrier wave frequency for the time moment t; 𝑘𝜔 - the
proportionality coefficient of the frequency modulating signal; 𝑠𝜔 (𝑡) - the
frequency modulating signal for which the condition is met 𝛺𝜔 < 𝜔0 ; 𝛺𝜔 - the
angular frequency of the frequency modulating signal.
It follows from equation (17) that for the value of the function 𝑠𝜔 (𝑡) = 0
instantaneous frequency 𝜔(𝑡) = 𝜔0, so it coincides with the frequency of the carrier
wave.
Considering that in electrical networks the instantaneous angular frequency of
the frequency modulating signal is described by a trigonometric function, the relation
(17), for single-tone frequency modulation, can be presented by the expression:
𝜔0 (𝑡) = 𝜔0 + 𝑘𝜔 𝑈𝑚𝛺 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛺𝜔 𝑡 = 𝜔0 + 𝛥𝜔𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛺𝜔 𝑡

(18)

in which 𝛥𝜔 = 𝑘𝜔 𝑈𝑚𝛺 - frequency deviation, which is considered equal to the
maximum frequency deviation in the electrical network 𝛥𝜔 = 𝛥𝜔𝜔.𝑚𝑎𝑥 ; 𝑘𝜔 - the
proportionality coefficient of the frequency modulating signal; 𝑈𝑚𝛺 - the amplitude
of the frequency modulating signal voltage; 𝜔0 , 𝛺𝜔 - angular frequency of the
carrier wave oscillation and the frequency modulator signal oscillation. We will
mention that the parameter 𝑘𝜔 can have unit value, therefore 𝑘𝜔 = 1, because it is a
function of transferring the modulating signal formation block 𝑠𝜔 (𝑡).
From equation (18), taking into account the relation (17),wil be determine the
instantaneous total phase of the oscillation for the frequency modulation regime:
𝑡

𝜓𝜔 (𝑡) = ∫[𝜔0 + 𝛥𝜔𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛺𝜔 𝜏] 𝑑𝜏 = 𝜔0 𝑡 + 𝑚𝜔 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛺𝜔 𝑡

(19)

0
𝛥𝜔

in which 𝑚𝜔 = 𝛺 - frequency modulation index or coefficient.
𝜔

In (19) the term (𝑚𝜔 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛺𝜔 𝑡) shows the evolution function of the phase
angle of the modulated signal compared to the initial phase 𝜑0𝛺 of the resulting
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signal oscillation, which appears as a reaction to the frequency modulation process,
so 𝛥𝜑𝜔 (𝑡) = 𝜑𝜔 (𝑡) − 𝜑0 = 𝑚𝜔 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛺𝜔 𝑡.
We will mention that when the condition is met 𝛥𝜔<𝛺𝜔 , frequency
modulation index 𝑚𝜔 < 1, and this modulation is considered of conditioned by the
rapid processes of frequency variation. Otherwise, 𝛥𝜔 > 𝛺𝜔 , the parameter 𝑚𝜔 >
1, therefore, the process of slow the frequency modulation takes place in the
electrical network.
Instant total phase 𝜓𝜔 (𝑡) of the voltage oscillation 𝑢𝜔 (𝑡) modulated in
𝛥𝜔
frequency for 𝜑0 = 𝜑0𝛺 = 0 includes the periodic additional term
𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛺𝜔 𝑡 =
𝛺𝜔

𝑚𝜔 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛺𝜔 𝑡. This term in (19) can be defined as the instantaneous phase of the
𝛥𝜔
voltage resulting in the frequency modulation process 𝛥𝜑𝜔 (𝑡) =
𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛺𝜔 𝑡, and
the ratio

𝛥𝜔
𝛺𝜔

𝛺𝜔

= 𝛥𝜑𝑚𝑎𝑥 - the amplitude of the phase oscillation of the frequency

modulated signal in relation to the value of the initial phase 𝜑0𝛺 of the modulating
signal.
In order to simplify the analysis of the frequency modulation process, it
was considered, as the initial phase of the modulating signal 𝜑0𝛺 = 0. Appearance
in the modulated signal of the component 𝑚𝜔 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛺𝜔 𝑡 can be seen as a circuit
reaction conditioned by the frequency modulation mechanism, which leads to the
change of the phase of the modulated signal. Considering that 0 = 0 = 0 , for
frequency modulation the relation is obtained:
𝑢𝜔 (𝑡) = 𝑈𝑚𝜔 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜔0 𝑡 + 𝑚𝜔 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛺𝜔 𝑡).

(20)

After developing the function (20) in the Fourier series and performing
some transformations for 𝑚𝜔 ≪ 1 se obține relația, care descrie cu o bună
aproximație spectrul modulației în frecvență cu un singur ton [15]:
𝑢𝜔 (𝑡) ≈ 𝑈𝑚𝜔 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜔0 𝑡 − 𝑚𝜔 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛺𝜔 𝑡) =
𝑚𝜔
𝑚𝜔
= 𝑈𝑚𝜔 [𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜔0 𝑡 +
cos(𝜔0 + 𝛺𝜔 ) 𝑡 −
cos(𝜔0 − 𝛺𝜔 ) 𝑡].
2
2

(21)

The structure of the relations (13) and (21) presented in the frequency
domain are practically identical, as they include the same number of terms of the
harmonic spectrum. The only difference is that one of the terms of frequency
modulation, which shows the amplitude of the harmonic with the lower side
frequency 𝜔𝑖𝑛𝑓 = 𝜔0 − 𝛺𝜔 , has the phase difference equal to  radians (is in
opposite with the harmonic with the lower lateral frequency of the spectrum
obtained at amplitude modulation).
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Preserving the symmetry and coincidence of the amplitude values for the
case that the modulus of the proportionality coefficients ku = k = 1 , it also
ensures the coincidence of the values of the amplitudes of the lateral harmonics of
the frequency spectra of the resulting signal modulated in amplitude and frequency,
mU
mU
so u m =  m . From another point of view, the phase difference equal to π
2
2
radians of the amplitude (13) and frequency (21) spectrum harmonics does not
influence the power balance in the in the power line circuit in modulation mode.
4.2. Phase modulation. Frequency spectrum
In the case of phase modulation, the modulation signal changes the initial
phase 𝜑0 of the modulated signal by the value 𝛥𝜑(𝑡):
𝜑(𝑡) = 𝜑0 + 𝛥𝜑(𝑡) = 𝜑0 + 𝑘𝜑 𝑠𝜑 (𝑡),

(22)

in which 𝑘𝜑 - the proportionality coefficient of the phase modulating signal;
𝑠𝜑 (𝑡) = 𝑈𝑚𝜑 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛺𝜑 𝑡 - phase modulator signal, which shows the single-tone carrier
wave voltage winding curve; 𝑈𝑚𝜑 - the amplitude of the phase modulator signal
voltage; 𝛺𝜑 - phase modulation wave frequency.
The instantaneous total phase of the carrier wave is described by the
relationship:
𝜓𝜑 (𝑡) = 𝜔0 𝑡 + 𝜑0 + 𝑘𝜑 𝑈𝑚𝜑 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛺𝜑 𝑡 = 𝜔0 𝑡 + 𝜑0 + 𝛥𝜑𝑚𝑎𝑥 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛺𝜑 𝑡,

(23)

in which 𝛥𝜑𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 𝑘𝜑 𝑈𝑚𝜑 - phase deviation amplitude for the phase modulation
regime, which is called the phase deviation.
Phase deviation 𝛥𝜑𝑚𝑎𝑥 depends only on the amplitude of the modulator
signal voltage 𝑈𝑚𝜑 and does not depend on frequency 𝛺𝜑 of this signal. By
analogy, with frequency modulation, the phase deviation may be called the phase
modulation index or coefficient, which may be noted as 𝑚𝜑 = 𝛥𝜑𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 𝑘𝜑 𝑈𝑚𝜑 .
Following this finding, the general expression of the phase modulated voltage for
𝜑0 = 𝜑0𝛺 = 0 will be next:
𝑢𝜑 (𝑡) = 𝑈𝑚𝜑 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜓𝜑 (𝑡) = 𝑈𝑚𝜑 cos[𝜔0 𝑡 + 𝑚𝜑 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛺𝜑 𝑡].

(24)

Equation (24) can be presented as follows:
𝑢𝜑 (𝑡) = 𝑈𝑚𝜑 [𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜔0 𝑡 ∙ cos(𝑚𝜑 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛺𝜑 𝑡) − 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜔0 𝑡 ∙ cos(𝑚𝜑 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛺𝜑 𝑡)].

(25)
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The Fourier series developments of the relationship (25) [15, 18], brings us
to the expression:
∞

𝑢𝜑 (𝑡) = 𝑈𝑚𝜑 Ϳ0 (𝑚𝜑 )𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜔0 𝑡 + 𝑈𝑚𝜑 ∑[Ϳ𝑛 (𝑚𝜑 ) cos(𝜔0 + 𝑛𝛺𝜑 ) 𝑡
𝑛=1

(26)

+ (−1)Ϳ𝑛 (𝑚𝜑 ) cos(𝜔0 − 𝑛𝛺𝜑 ) 𝑡]
For a single tone narrowband modulation, only the 0th and 1st order terms
of the Bessel function of the first case have a significant amplitude, and the other
Fourier series coefficients can be neglected [18]. Because to the approximation
1
Ϳ0 (𝑚𝜑 ) ≈ 1 și Ϳ10 (𝑚𝜑 ) ≈ 2 [15, 16], the approximation relation of the phase
modulated signal will be described by the expression:
𝑢𝜑 (𝑡) ≈ 𝑈𝑚𝜑 [𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜔0 𝑡 +

𝑚𝜑
𝑚𝜑
cos(𝜔0 + 𝛺𝜑 ) 𝑡 −
cos(𝜔0 − 𝛺𝜑 ) 𝑡]
2
2

(27)

The structure of equation (27) is similar to the structure of equation (21).
The values of the amplitudes of the lateral harmonics of the modulated signal
spectrum are determined by the amplitude of the carrier wave voltage and by the
respective value of the frequency and phase modulation coefficients. Based on the
similarity of the structure of relations (13), (21) and (27), it can be hypothesized
that the impact of modulations in amplitude, frequency and phase manifests itself at
the first approximation in the form of variation of the resulting signal amplitude,
which in the frequency range can be presented by the spectrum consisting of three
harmonics with frequencies inf = 0 − m( , ) , 0 , sup = 0 + m( , ) .
5. Frequency band of the modulated signal
In radio signal theory [15,18] the spectrum band of the modulated signal is
examined. This parameter is determined by the lateral harmonics of the frequency
spectrum 𝜔0 ∓ 𝑛Ω in which n = 1,2,3,.. The side harmonics ensure the
transmission of the information encoded in the modulating signal in the radio
circuits, and in the electrical networks these harmonics will characterize the
dispersion of the energy (power) transmitted through the power line.
Frequency band occupied by side frequencies (𝜔0 − 𝑛𝛺) ș𝑖 (𝜔0 + 𝑛𝛺) is
determined from the share of transmitted power in relation to the power of the
modulating signal. It was previously mentioned (see section 4) that in electrical
networks it is argued the possibility of describing the voltage variation over time
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with the application of the modulator signal with a single tone. In this case 𝑛 = 1
and the frequency band for amplitude, frequency and phase modulation will be
determined by the relationship:
𝐵𝑢 ≡ 𝐵𝜔 ≡ 𝐵𝜑 = 𝜔𝑠𝑢𝑝 − 𝜔𝑖𝑛𝑓

(28)

In amplitude modulation the width of the frequency band is determined
from the relation 𝐵𝑢 = 2𝛺𝑢 . So, in amplitude modulation the frequency band will
be wider for fast modulation processes and will have a narrower value for slow
modulation processes, which predominates in real regimes in electrical networks.
There are two modes for angular modulation - narrowband modulation
𝑚𝜔(𝜑) ≪ 1 and broadband modulation 𝑚𝜔(𝜑) ≫ 1. For narrowband frequency
modulation 𝑚𝜔 ≪ 1, the width of the frequency band is determined by the
relationship 𝐵𝜔(𝑚≪1) = 2𝑚𝜔 𝛺𝜔 , and for the broadband modulation regime, the
bandwidth is calculated with the relation 𝐵𝜔(𝑚≫1) = 2 ∙ 𝛥𝜔 [15].
Because narrowband modulation for electrical networks meets the
requirements 𝑚𝜔 < 1 and 𝛺𝜔 ≪ 𝜔0 the fulfillment of the condition can be
ascertained 𝐵𝜔(𝑚≫1) > 𝐵𝜔(𝑚≪1). In this context, the parameter 𝐵𝜔(𝑚≫1) provides
a more complete description of the information encoded by the modulating signal,
as it includes a larger number of lateral harmonics for which 𝑛 > 1, which are
energy carriers.
In phase modulation, two approaches to defining the bandwidth of the
spectrum are highlighted. The width of the frequency band is determined from the
approximate relationship 𝐵𝜑 = 2(𝑚𝜑 = 1)𝛺𝜑 [18]. For 𝑚𝜑 < 1 frequency
bandwidth 𝐵𝜑 ≈ 2𝛺𝜑 , and for 𝑚𝜑 > 1 the frequency band is determined by the
relationship 𝐵𝜑 ≈ 2𝑚𝜑 𝛺𝜑 , therefore, the effective band of the phase modulated
signals depends on the frequency of the modulating signal.
The reasonableness of the examination of the impact of broadband
modulation on power transmission processes in electrical networks is also based on
the fact that in this case it is not necessary to know the frequency of the modulating
signal. The advantage of this observation is that the permissible frequency deviation
band in the power system has a known value and is regulated by the parameter
defined as the frequency deviati 𝛥𝜔. In normal operating regimes of the electrical
networks the frequency variation cannot exceed the frequency deviation (regulated
parameter). This regulation of the extreme value of frequency variation ensures us
the increase of the certainty of defining the maximum frequency of the modulating
signal, which can exist in the normal operating regimes of the electric power
systems.
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6. The similarity of the reaction of the electrical network to the
modulation in amplitude, frequency and phase
The similarity of the structure of the spectrum of the signal modulated in
amplitude, frequency and phase, as well as of the spectrum band determines the
qualitative identity of the network reaction to these disturbances. The quantitative
impact can be estimated based on the restrictions on the permissible values of
voltage and frequency deviations in normal operation of the power system.
6.1. Estimation of the similarity of modulation indices in frequency
and phase
At frequency modulation the frequency deviation 𝛥𝜔𝜔 = 𝑘𝜔 𝑈𝑚𝜔 is
proportional to the amplitude of the modulation signal 𝑈𝑚𝜔 and does not depend on
the frequency of the modulating signal 𝛺𝜔 . For 𝑘𝜔 = 1, is obtaned 𝛥𝜔𝜔 = 𝑈𝑚𝜔 .
The connection between the derived (secondary) parameter, which shows the
frequency variation 𝛥𝜔𝜔 , and the frequency of the modulation signal 𝛺𝜔 is
𝛥𝜔
determined by the relationship 𝑚𝜔 = 𝜔 . The parameter 𝑚𝜔 is defined as the
𝛺𝜔

frequency modulation index. From the last relation the expression emerges
𝛥𝜔𝜔 =𝑚𝜔 𝛺𝜔 . Because, in electrical networks, the frequency variation cannot
exceed the frequency deviation 𝛥𝜔𝜔 , which is a constant and regulated parameter,
it turns out, that the product 𝑚𝜔 𝛺𝜔 = 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡.
For the constant value of the voltage amplitude 𝑈𝑚𝜔 = 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡., 𝛥𝜔𝜔 =
𝑈𝑚𝜔 = 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡., the value of the frequency modulation index 𝑚𝜔 changes
depending on the index modulation frequency 𝛺𝜔 .
In the case of phase modulation, the parameter defined as the phase
deviation 𝛥𝜑𝜑 = 𝑘𝜑 𝑈𝑚𝜑 does not depend on the frequency of the modulating
signal 𝛺𝜑 . Considering that the coefficient of proportionality to the phase
modulation 𝑘𝜑 = 1 și 𝑈𝑚𝜑 = 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡., it turns out that 𝛥𝜑𝜑 = 𝑈𝑚𝜑 and shows the
amplitude value of the modulated signal phase pulsation.
When modulating the phase, the phenomenon of frequency variation occurs
simultaneously 𝜔𝜑 (𝑡), so 𝜔𝜑 (𝑡) ≠ 𝜔0. For this modulation regime the frequency
deviation 𝛥𝜔𝜑 in the circuit is a linear function of the modulation frequency 𝛺𝜑 .
Considering that for 𝑘𝜑 = 1 phase deviation 𝛥𝜑𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 𝑈𝑚𝜑 = 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡. (amplitude
of phase deviation), the connection between the primary parameter (phase
variation) can be determined 𝛥𝜑𝑚𝑎𝑥 ) and changing the value of the secondary
parameter (instantaneous frequency variation 𝜔𝜑 (𝑡)), which is calculated with
relationship 𝛥𝜔𝜑 = 𝛥𝜑𝑚𝑎𝑥 𝛺𝜑 . The last expression shows that the deviation of the
phase 𝛥𝜑𝑚𝑎𝑥 =

𝛥𝜔𝜑
𝛺𝜑

= 𝑚𝜑 , so it has a structure analogous to the parameter defined

as the frequency modulation index.
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Applying the restriction, as in the normal operation of the mains frequency
deviation 𝛥𝜔𝜑 in phase modulation may not exceed the regulated value of the
frequency deviation 𝛥𝜔𝜔 in frequency modulation, the condition may be proposed
as a criterion for the normal operation of the power system 𝛥𝜔𝜑 = 𝛥𝜔𝜔 ≤ 𝛥𝜔,
regardless of the mechanism of angular modulation in the electrical network.
For 𝑘𝜔 = 𝑘𝜑 = 1, frequency deviation 𝛥𝜔𝜔 = 𝑈𝑚𝜔 to frequency
modulation and phase deviation 𝛥𝜑𝜑 = 𝑈𝑚𝜑 to phase modulation. As a result of
this finding, the identity of the frequency deviation and the phase deviation
emerges, which can thus be presented 𝛥𝜔𝜔 ≡ 𝛥𝜑𝜑 . The difference between
frequency modulation and phase modulation is determined by the nature of the
evolution of the secondary parameter: phase variation 𝛥𝜑𝜑 to frequency
modulation and frequency variation 𝛥𝜔𝜑 to phase modulation.
In frequency modulation, the phase deviation will depend on the frequency
of the modulation signal, which will be calculated with the relation 𝛥𝜑𝜔 = 𝑚𝜔 =
𝛥𝜔𝜔
, and in phase modulation, the frequency will change according to the linear
𝛺𝜔

function 𝛥𝜔𝜑 = 𝑚𝜑 𝛺𝜑 . As mentioned above, this frequency variation may not
exceed the regulated value of frequency deviation in power systems.
When comparing the results of the effects of frequency modulation and
phase modulation, it is necessary to take into account the existing regulations for
permanent modes of operation, for example, on frequency deviation as a result of
frequency modulation and frequency deviation due to phase modulation, which in
normal operating regime of electrical networks may not exceed the regulated value
𝛥𝜔, so, at the limit, we will have the fulfillment of the condition 𝛥𝜔𝜑 = 𝛥𝜔𝜔 =
𝛥𝜔. From this identity, the equivalence of the values of the frequency modulation
index results 𝑚𝜔 and the phase modulation index 𝑚𝜑 , so 𝑚𝜔 = 𝑚𝜑 .
6.2. Similarity of amplitude and frequency modulation
Quality standards for electricity limit the value of alternating current
frequency variation in power systems [13] below the value of frequency deviation
𝛥𝜔. The variation of the instantaneous frequency is presented by the relation
|𝛥𝜔(𝑡)|=|𝜔0 ± 𝜔(𝑡)|. Taking into account the requirements for maintaining
frequency stability in power systems, the instantaneous frequency limit value may
be presented as follows:

lim 𝜔(𝑡) = 𝜔0 ∓ 𝛥𝜔,

𝑡→∞

(29)

in which 𝛥𝜔 - frequency deviation in power systems.
On the other hand, it follows from the relations describing the harmonic
spectrum in single-tone modulation mode (see relations (13), (21) and (27)), it
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follows that the frequencies of the lateral harmonics of the modulated signal
spectrum are determined by the relations:
𝜔𝑖𝑛𝑓 = 𝜔0 − 𝛺; 𝜔𝑠𝑢𝑝 = 𝜔0 + 𝛺,

(30)

in which 𝛺 - modulator signal frequency, either in amplitude modulation or angular

modulation.
Relationships (29) and (30) can be transcribed as follows:
lim 𝜔(𝑡) = 𝜔0 (1 ∓

𝑡→∞

𝛥𝜔
𝛺
𝛺
) ; 𝜔𝑖𝑛𝑓 = 𝜔0 (1 − ) ; 𝜔𝑠𝑢𝑝 = 𝜔0 (1 + ).
𝜔0
𝜔0
𝜔0

(31)

It follows from (31) that the variation of the instantaneous angular
frequency for the normal operating mode of the electrical networks has the width of
the frequency band 𝜔𝑖𝑛𝑓 ≤ 𝜔(𝑡) ≤ 𝜔𝑠𝑢𝑝 for any moment of time.
Following the regulation of the frequency deviation 𝛥𝜔 in electrical
𝛺
𝛥𝜔
𝛺
𝛥𝜔
networks, the condition is met |𝜔 | ≤ | 𝜔 |. In case of |𝜔 | > | 𝜔 |, in the electrical
0

0

0

0

network the frequency variation regime will be established with exceeding the
𝛥𝜔
regulated value 𝛥f = , which is an inadmissible regime of long-term operation of
2𝜋
electrical networks.
This observation allows us to consider that in the normal operation of the
electrical network the frequency 𝛺𝑢 of the equivalent amplitude modulator signal,
the frequency 𝛺𝜔 of the frequency modulation and the frequency 𝛺𝜑 of the phase
modulation cannot exceed the value of the deviation of the frequency Δω in the
electric power systems. Therefore, in any mode of operation of the electrical
network with modulation signals in amplitude, frequency or phase, the condition
must be met for normal operation 𝛺𝑢 = 𝛺𝜔 = 𝛺𝜑 ≤ 𝛥ω.
In the electrical networks of the Republic of Moldova the extreme value of
the modulation index in amplitude 𝑚𝑢.𝑚𝑎𝑥 ≤ 0.1, and the regulated limit value of
the angular frequency deviation is determined by the relation Δω = 2π (Δf), where
Δf - regulated deviation of the network frequency in normal operation [13]. These
regulated values allow us to estimate the maximum value of the angular frequency
of the modulating signal 𝛺𝜔.𝑚𝑎𝑥 , for which identical harmonic spectra of the
modulated signal are obtained for amplitude modulation and frequency modulation.
𝛥𝜔
Considering the definition of the frequency modulation index 𝑚𝜔 = ,
𝛺𝜔

regulated value of frequency deviation Δf in electrical networks, extreme value of
the mains voltage modulation index 𝑚𝑢.𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 0.1, ensuring the identity of the side
𝑚 𝑈
harmonics prameters of the harmonic spectra of the modulated signal 𝑢2 𝑚𝑢 =
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𝑚𝜔 𝑈𝑚𝜔
,
2

as well as the equality of modulation indices 𝑚𝑢 = 𝑚𝜔 upon fulfillment of
the condition 𝑈𝑚𝑢 = 𝑈𝑚𝜔 , the value of the maximum frequency of the modulating
signal will be calculated with the relation:
𝛺𝜔.𝑚𝑎𝑥 =

2𝜋(𝛥𝑓)
.
𝑚𝑢.𝑚𝑎𝑥

(32)

It follows from relation (32) that for the restrictions imposed by the
electricity networks for the permanent mode of operation 𝛥𝑈𝑚 ≤ 0.1𝑈𝑚 and
 (t )   , for example, frequency deviation 𝛥𝑓 = ±0.2𝐻𝑧 in the electric power
system of the Republic of Moldova, the modulating signal can have the maximum
value of the angular frequency 𝛺𝜔.𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 20𝜋|𝛥𝑓| = 20𝜋 ∙ 0.2 = 4𝜋 𝑟𝑎𝑑/𝑠.
2𝜋
2𝜋
Frequency modulating equivalent signal period 𝑇𝛺 = 𝛺
= 2𝜋 = 0.5𝑠. The
𝜔.𝑚𝑎𝑥

value 𝑇𝛺 = 0.5𝑠 correlates with the minimum observation time 𝑇𝛥𝑈 = 500𝑚𝑠,
recommended for making measurements of the rapid variation of the mains voltage
[13], which I said earlier that it can be used as a reference to estimate the duration
of the modulator signal period.
For the value estimated as the upper limit of the angular frequency 𝛺𝜔.𝑚𝑎𝑥
of the equivalent frequency modulating signal (see (32)), the condition is met𝑚𝜔 =
𝛥𝜔
≥ 1. As a result of this finding, it appears that in the normal operating
𝛺
𝜔.𝑚𝑎𝑥

regimes of electrical networks with frequency variations over time 𝜔(𝑡) ≠ 𝜔0 the
condition is met 𝛥𝜔 > 𝛺𝜔 . For 𝛥𝜔 > 𝛺𝜔 the frequency modulation process can be
considered as a "slow modulation" process with a bandwidth 𝐵𝜔 ≤ 2𝛺𝜔 ≤ 2 ∙ 𝛥𝜔.
This finding indicates the similarity of the mains reaction caused by either
amplitude modulation or frequency modulation.
The similarity of the reaction of the circuit to the amplitude modulation and
to the angular modulation, also results from the fact that the voltage of the
modulating signal in the electrical network can be presented by the relations 𝑈𝑚𝑢 =
𝛥𝜔
𝑘 𝑈
𝑚𝑢 𝑈𝑚 , 𝑚𝜔 = 𝛺 = 𝜔𝛺 𝑚𝜔 și 𝑚𝜑 = 𝛥𝜑𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 𝑘𝜑 𝑈𝑚𝜑 . From the last two
𝜔

𝜔

relationships we will have 𝑈𝑚𝜔 =

𝑚𝜔 𝛺𝜔
𝑘𝜔

și 𝑈𝑚𝜑 =

𝑚𝜑
𝑘𝜑

.

For the condition 𝑈𝑚𝑢 = 𝑈𝑚𝜔 = 𝑈𝑚𝜑 frequency and phase modulation
indices are presented by the relationships:
𝑚𝜔 =

𝑚𝑢 𝑘𝜔 𝑈𝑚
𝛥𝜔
= 𝑚𝑢
𝛺𝜔
𝛺𝜔

𝑚𝜑 = 𝑚𝑢 𝑘𝜑 𝑈𝑚 = 𝑚𝑢

𝛥𝜑𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝛺𝜑

(33)

(34)
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From (33) and (34),we have the equations 𝑚𝜔 𝛺𝜔 = 𝑚𝑢 𝛥𝜔 = 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡 and
Δω = const (see compartment 6.1) and 𝑚𝜑 𝛺𝜑 = 𝑚𝑢 𝛥𝜑𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡. It follows
from relations (33) and (34) that for the limit regimes 𝛥𝜔 = 𝛺𝜔.𝑚𝑎𝑥 the amplitude
and frequency modulation indices will have equal values. This confirms the identity
of the circuit response to the amplitude and frequency modulation for the imposed
restrictions, because identical harmonic spectra are obtained for the modulated
signal. We will mention that ensuring the ratio between the frequency modulation
index and the amplitude modulation index in accordance with the relation (33) will
ensure the identity of the harmonic spectra and for other values of the modulator
signal frequency. 𝛺𝜔 < 𝛥𝜔.
Establishing the link between amplitude and frequency modulation indices
(see (33)) allows us to study the impact of frequency variation on the share of
power transmitted by the lateral harmonics of the spectrum in both amplitude and
frequency modulation mode. Knowing the values of the upper limit of the
frequency Ω of the modulating equivalent signal, which can physically exist in
electrical networks arising from the definition of modulation regime, will be useful
in analyzing the power dispersion phenomenon in the power line conditioned by
time variations of amplitude, frequency or phase of electrical signals in the
permanent power transmission regime.
7. Conclusion
The use of the theory of modulation of electrical signals in the analysis of
the permanent regime of power lines can provide new useful information on the
particularities of the operating regime with variations in time of the amplitude,
frequency or phase of the voltage of the power line.For power systems, amplitude,
frequency or phase modulation can be approximated with the harmonic function,
called modulator signal. This approximation is true in the case of small variations in
amplitude, frequency or phase during the period of the carrier signal, therefore, of
the oscillation with the fundamental frequency of the electrical network. The
identity of the circuit reaction to amplitude modulation and angular modulation is
determined by the restrictions imposed for the operating regimes of electrical
networks, which qualitatively and quantitatively is determined by the identity of the
modulated signal spectra.
The similarity of the reaction of the power line, regardless of the physics of
the modulation process either in amplitude, frequency or phase, is manifested by
the variation in time of the amplitude of the power line voltage at the fundamental
frequency of the power system. These variations in amplitude over time occur at a
much lower frequency than the fundamental frequency of the power system. The
upper limit values of the modulator signal frequency are below the frequency
deviation limit of the power system.
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The presentation of the network reaction through the amplitude modulation
index opens the possibility to investigate the impact of angular modulation on the
power share transmitted by the power line by the lateral harmonics of the spectrum
in modulation mode, the estimation of the transmitted power dispersion factor and
the reasoned formulation of technical requirements power flow control equipment
transmitted in a controlled manner through these lines, including, for control
algorithms with this intelligent equipment.
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APPLICATION OF THE GIBSON METHOD
FOR DETERMINING THE DISCHARGE
AT A LOW HEAD HYDRO POWER PLANT
APLICAREA METODEI GIBSON PENTRU
DETERMINAREA DEBITULUI TURBINAT LA O
CENTRALA HIDROELECTRICĂ DE MICĂ CĂDERE
Cristian PURECE1, Lilica CORLAN2
Abstract: The paper presents the Gibson method (pressure - time method) a
measurement methodology used to determine the turbine discharge at a hydropower
plant. The Gibson method is not very well known in Romania, because this method has
not been applied so far for determining the discharge respective of turbines hydraulic
efficiency at hydro power plants in Romania. The paper also briefly presents the
mathematical model of the Gibson method as well as an in situ application of the
method to a hydro unit equipped with a 16 MW Kaplan turbine.

Keywords: discharge, hydro unit, turbine efficiency, head.
Rezumat: În lucrare este prezentată metoda Gibson (metoda presiune - timp) o
metodologie de măsură utilizată pentru determinarea debitului turbinat la o centrală
hidroelectrică. Metoda Gibson nu este foarte cunoscută în România, deoarece această
metodă nu a fost aplicată până în prezent pentru determinarea debitului respectiv a
randamentului turbinelor hidraulice la centralele hidroelectrice din România. De asemenea
în lucrare este prezentat pe scurt modelul matematic al metodei Gibson precum şi o
aplicaţie in situ a metodei la un hidroagregat echipat cu o turbină Kaplan de 16 MW.

Cuvinte cheie: debit, hidroagregat, randamentul turbinei, cadere
1. Introduction
Knowing the technical condition of hydroelectric power plant installations
based on testing in nature is one of the means without any realistic policy on running,
maintenance and refurbishment of hydropower equipment in hydroelectric power
plants cannot be designed.
In order to substantiate some measures regarding the operation, maintenance
and/or refurbishment of the hydro units from the hydroelectric power plants, energy
performance tests/trials performed in situ are used more and more frequently.
1
2
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Energy performance tests are performed in accordance with the provisions
of the IEC 41/1991 [1] (currently transformed in SR EN 60041/2003 [2]), IEC
62006/2010 [3], ASME PTC 18/2002 [4] measurement codes and are performed
with a periodicity regulated by the PE 301/1993 energy prescription [5]. These
energy performance tests/trials provide an image of the actual performance
compared to the design of the hydro unit under test.
This paper presents in situ determination of the discharge at a hydraulic
turbine that equips a low head and high discharge hydroelectric power plant using
the Gibson method.
The in situ measurements performed at a hydro unit equipped with a
Kaplan turbine of 27 MW are the basis of this paper.
2. The objective of the experimental tests
The objective of the tests was a hydro unit equipped with a 27 MW Kaplan
turbine [6].
Some data regarding the arrangement:
- Accumulation made by damming the Prut River near Stânca; dam made
of local materials with concrete mask; dam height is 45 m; the total volume of the
accumulation lake is 1.085 billion m3 (one of the largest artificial lakes in
Romania; the useful volume about 450 million m3).
- The arrangement is provided with two KVB 16-27 turbines, one for
Romanian part and the other for Moldovan part.
- Water access to each turbine is made from a valve with wet pit equipped
with a rare grate and a flat valve with quick closing;
The hydroelectric power plant is equipped with Kaplan turbines made by
UCM Reşiţa S.A. and have the following energy characteristics:
- Installed turbine discharge
Qi = 65 m3/s
- Maximum net head
Hn max= 29,50 m
- Minimum net head
Hn min = 18,70 m
- Nominal net head
Hn =27,3 m
- Turbine power at rated head
Pi = 16 MW
- Annual average energy for project
Em = 65,00 GWh/an
3. The determination of the discharge at hydropower plants
According to the international measurement codes IEC 41/1991 and IEC
62006/2010, the main methods for determining the turbine discharge:
 at low head hydropower plants (equipped with Kaplan turbines) are:
current meter method, acoustic method, Gibson method, dilution method.
 at high head hydropower plants (equipped with Francis, Pelton
turbines) are: acoustic method, Gibson method, dilution method.
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Lately, the acoustic methods for determining the flow have had a special
development, especially Acoustic Scintillation Flow Meter (ASFM), method
developed by the Canadian company AQFLOW [7].
Also, in Romania implementation attempts of Acoustic Scintillation Flow
Meter method were made at low head and high flow hydropower plants equipped
with Kaplan type turbines, but the implementation of the method, still remains a
project for the future assessment of the technical state of the refurbished turbines.
The prohibited price of the method is a problem in its implementation.
Because it is for the first time in Romania, when the discharge is
determined using the Gibson method, the theoretical principle of the Gibson
method or the pressure-time method is presented below.
3.1. The theoretical description of Gibson method
The Gibson method is based on Newton's and fluid mechanics laws, which
give the relationship between the force corresponding to the change of pressure
difference between two sections (S1-1 section and S2-2 section in Figure 1) and the
acceleration or deceleration of the water mass between these two sections.
The method is based on the following principle: in a frictionless fluid
flowing through an A cross-section penstock, the variation of the velocity dv/dt of a
mass of fluid (m =  L A), can lead to a p difference of pressure between the
upstream cross section and the downstream cross section of a penstock section of L
length.

dv
  Ap ,
dt

(1)

p  pav  pam .

(2)

LA
where:

pam is the pressure in the upstream cross section;
pav – pressure in the downstream cross section.

Figure 1. Penstock segment with marking of measurement sections
required to explain the theoretical basis of the Gibson method [8]
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In order to obtain a calculation relationship for a Q discharge, it is
considered a penstock with an A area of the flow section (area that can change
along its length, figure 1). It is assumed that the discharge is stopped by closing the
valve or the wicker gate, taking into account a penstock segment of L length,
located between S1-1 section and S2-2 section. It is assumed that the velocity and
pressure distributions in the cross sections of this segment are constant. It is also
assumed that the density of the fluid and the area of the flow section do not change
due to the hammering effect.
According to these hypotheses, the relationship between the parameters of
the unstable flow between two selected cross sections from a penstock can be
described using Bernoulli's relation [9],
1

Q 2
2 A12

 p1  gz1   2

Q 2
2 A22

 p2  gz 2  Pf  

L

dQ
dx
dt 0 A( x)

(3)

where:
- 1 and 2 are the Coriolis coefficients for S1-1 and, respectively, S2-2 sections,
- p1 and p2 are the pressures in S1-1 and, respectively, S2-2 sections,
- z1 and z2 - the piezometric heights of the centers of gravity of S1-1 and S2-2
sections,
-  is the average density of the liquid,
- g - gravitational acceleration,
- Pf pressure loss caused by friction losses between the two measuring cross
sections, S2-2 section and S1-1 section.
The following terms are introduced in equation (3):
- the difference of static pressure between S2-2 and S1-1 sections in the
penstock,
p = p2 + gz2 - p1 - gz1
-

the difference of dynamic pressure between S2-2 and S1-1 sections in the
penstock,
Δp d   2

-

(4)

Q 2
2 A22

 1

Q 2
2 A12

(5)

the geometric factor of the examined penstock segment of length L
L

F 

dx

 A( x)

.

(6)

0

Using the above notations equation (3) can be rewritten as:
F

dQ
 p  pd  p f .
dt

(7)
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The term dQ in relation (7) is an unstable term, which takes into account
dt

the variation of the volumetric discharge, registered during the transient flow. This
term represents the inertia effect of the liquid in the examined penstock segment.
After integrating equation (7) in the time domain (t0, tk), namely the
discharge exchange between the initial and final conditions, it is obtained the
discharge difference between these conditions:
t

Q0 

1 k
(p(t )  pd (t )  p f (t ))  qk ,
F t0

(8)

where qk is the discharge due to leaks through the closing device.
The result of the integral in the right side of equation (8) can be obtained by
planimetry from the pressure-time diagram, figure 2. In other words, the discharge
calculation is done by a graphical or numerical recording of the variation of the
pressure over time, namely, the function p = f(t) which can be obtained by closing
the valve or the wicket gate with constant speed.

Figure 2. Pressure-time diagram according to IEC 62006

If it is considered that the area of the surface resulting from the planimetry
is AT then equation (8) can be rewritten as:

g
(9)
AT  q k
F
If the term qk in equation (9), the loss discharge due to leaks through the
closing device, is non-zero, then it must be measured or evaluated using a separate
measurement method.
Q0 
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From the integration formula (8) it is observed that, in order to determine
the discharge Q0, the pressure drop ΔPf caused by the hydraulic losses in the
examined penstock segment and the dynamic pressure difference Δpd between S2-2
and S1-1 sections of the penstock should be extracted from the static pressure
difference measured p between these pressures.
The values of the parameters Δpd , ΔPf can be calculated based on their
dependence on discharge square (relations no. (5) and (10)).
Pf  kQ 2

(10)

There are several variants of the Gibson method, the difference between
them consisting in the instrumentation and calculation technique used for the
integration of pressure-time diagrams (method with pressure difference transducer
and separated diagram method, with two relative pressure transducers).
The application domain of this method results from several conditions that
must be met, namely:
- the distance between two measuring sections must be greater than 10 [m];
- the product between the distance between the two measuring sections and
the average speed in penstock, when the group is operating at full capacity, must be
greater than 50 m2/s;
- the area between two measuring sections must be horizontal and of
constant section;
- there must be no intermediate free surface between the two pressure
measuring sections;
- water losses through the closed shut-off device (shut-off valve or wicket
gate) must not exceed 5% of the measured discharge; this discharge must be
determined with an accuracy of 0.2% of the total discharge.
When performing the measurement under favorable conditions, the
uncertainty of the discharge measurement is estimated at 1,5%  2% in the case
of applying a differential computerized calculation method and at 1,8%  2,3%
with other measurement techniques, both with a 95% confidence level.
4. In situ determination of the turbine discharge with Gibson method
The successful application of the Gibson method in the case of the hydro
unit equipped with the 16 MW Kaplan turbine was possible due to the long length
of the hydroelectric power plant supply penstock, approximately 205 m, and the
long distance between the two measuring sections, S1 and S2, as in figure 3.
Two relative pressure transducers were used to determine the turbine
discharge using the Gibson method for the hydro unit equipped with a 16 MW
Kaplan turbine.
The pressure transducers required for measuring the pressure difference and
plotting the pressure - time graph were placed in two different measuring sections,
upstream of the turbine and, respectively, near the water intake of the hydro power
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plant, as in figure 3. Data acquisition of the from the two pressure transducers was
done with a National Instruments specialized acquisition board, made of a cDAQ
9172 chassis and the Ni 9203 and Ni9215 acquisition modules. Data acquisition
was done with an acquisition speed of 1ms.
The determination of the discharge with Gibson method was done for two
operating regimes of the hydro unit, at 5 [MW] and, respectively, at 7 [MW].

Figure 3. Longitudinal section through the hydroelectric power plant

When the hydro unit worked with a terminal power of 5 [MW], it was
obtained the graph in figure 4.

Figure 4. Static and dynamic characteristics obtained with Gibson method
at a power of 5 [MW]
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The maximum overpressure recorded for the power of 5 [MW] at the
generator terminals was 3.58 [bar].
The discharge obtained for a power of 5 [MW] at the generator terminals
was 25.17 [m3/s].
When the hydro unit worked with a terminal power of 7 [MW], it was
obtained the graph in figure 5.

Figure 5. Static and dynamic characteristics obtained with Gibson method
at a power of 7 [MW]

where:
The purple line represents a sudden shutdown of the wicket gate, when the
discharge in a penstock is stopped using a cut-off device, (turbine wicket gates)
The red line represents the evolution of the power at the terminals of the
generator PG [MW] during the sudden closing of the wicket gate;
The blue line represents the pressure loss by friction between the two
measuring sections [m];
The black line represents the pressure difference between the two
measuring sections, S2 and S1;
The maximum overpressure recorded for the power of 7 [MW] at the
generator terminals was 3,62 [bar].
The discharge obtained for a power of 7 [MW] at the generator terminals
was 33,32 [m3/s].
The above values were the basis for calibrating the pressure taps by
determining the k discharge coefficient using Winter Kennedy relation (11) and
Gibson method.

Q  k h

(11)
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where:
Q is the turbine discharge measured using Gibson method;
k – the discharge coefficient of the differential pressure taps on the spiral
casing of a hydraulic turbines;
h – differential pressure measured on the differential pressure taps on the
spiral casing of a hydraulic turbine.
5. Verification of the results obtained with Gibson method
In order to verify the discharge metric results obtained with Gibson method
at the energy efficiency tests performed at the 16 MW hydro unit, the turbine
discharge was also measured with the dilution method but also with the acoustic
method of transit time.
The results obtained after performing the discharge metric measurements
with the Gibson method QGb, dilution method Qdil and acoustic method Qac are
presented in table 1 and figure 6.
Table 1. Experimental results obtained at the 16 MW hydro unit

No.
PG [MW]

1

2

3

4

5,12

6,11

7,07

8,11

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

9,08 10,11 11,07 12,08 13,05 14,07 15,02

3

Qac [m /s] 25,90 29,90 33,80 38,02 42,65 47,60 50,50 56,30 60,70 65,20 70,70
QGb [m3/s] 25,17 29,25 32,85 37,09 41,28 45,72 49,92 54,68 59,37 64,50 69,64
Qdil [m3/s] 24,53 28,51 32,01 36,14 40,23 44,56 48,64 53,28 57,86 62,85 67,87

Figure 6. Graphical representation for intake feature Q = f(PG) for the 16 MW hydro unit
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As it can be seen in Figure 6, the discharge obtained with Gibson method
have have close values compared with the values of discharges obtained with
acoustic method and dilution method.
For the dilution method, it was obtained a calculation accuracy of 1.10%,
for Gibson methods - accuracy is 1.07% and for acoustic methods an accuracy of
1.03%.
Following in situ tests and calculations performed, it can be seen that
Gibson method has an accuracy comparable to other more expensive methods of in
situ flow determination. The cost of in situ application of Gibson method is about
five times lower than the cost of the acoustic method [10]. Also, the in situ
application of Gibson method does not imply the unavailability of the hydroelectric
power plant for assembly and performing in situ tests.
6. Conclusions
At the moment, high accuracy of electronic devices used to measure the
pressure and pressure difference, along with the availability of computer recording
software and numerical processing of measured data, made Gibson method to be
more atractively than a few years ago, when classical measurement techniques were
used.
Advantages of Gibson method compared to other discharge measurement
methods:
• low price and a simple installation of the measuring system,
• measuring accuracy close to other classical methods of high precision
measurement,
• the possibility to determine the discharge over time (most of these methods do not
have this much-desired quality).
Disadvantages of Gibson method:
• evaluation or measurement of discharge losses through closing devices,
• requires a quick closing of the closing device during each measurement.
We can consider that the discharge measurement using the Gibson method
for the hydro unit equipped with the 16 MW Kaplan turbine was a success.
It is also recommended to check the application of the Gibson method to
other hydroelectric power plants equipped with Kaplan turbine but also to high
head ones equipped with Francis turbines.
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Abstract: OPCOM SA, related to its 15 years of experience, has
chosen the data of the last 4 year of Settlement Operator for Balancing
Market and presents some interesting facts regarding the evolution of this
market through regulation framework established by ANRE.
OPCOM SA, as a Settlement Operator for Balancing Market, has to
determine the rights to receive and the obligations to pay for the Balancing
Market Participants, BRPs and OTS.
It is important to point out that in all these years, OPCOM SA did not
have any contest from the participants.

Keywords: Balancing Market, Dispatchable Unit/Consumer, price-quantity offers,
UP/DOWN power regulation, Net Contractual Position, Net Measured
Position, payment obligations, rights to receive
Rezumat: OPCOM SA, în calitate de Operator de Decontare al PE, ca urmare a
15 ani de experiență, a considerat interesantă, prezentarea rezultatelor ultimilor 4 ani
privind evoluția acestei piețe prin prisma cadrului de reglementare stability de ANRE.
OPCOM SA, în calitate de Operator de Decontare al PE realizează calculele
privind drepturile de încasare și obligațiile de plată pentru
Participanții la Piața de Echilibrare, Părțile Responsabile cu Echilibrarea și
Operatorul de Transport și de Sistem.
Este important să evidențiem faptul că, pentru activitatea sa, OPCOM SA nu
a avut nici o contestație de la participanți sau OTS.
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Cuvinte cheie: Piață de Echilibrare, Unitate/Consumator Dispecerizabil, oferte
preț-cantitate, reglaje la CREȘTERE/REDUCERE de putere, Poziție Netă
Contractuală, Poziție Netă Măsurată, obligații de plată, drepturi de încasare
1. Introduction
The paper proposes to present the evolution of the results obtained from the
activity regarding the establish of the payment obligations and rights to receive on
the Balancing Marketand those for the BRPs imbalances, as well as their
examination through regulation frame.
2. The responsabilities of the involved operators and the high tide of
the developed activities
The Balancing Market Operator is responsible for:
- Registration of the Participants to the Balancing Market
- Collecting and verification of the offers and bids sent by the Participants
- Sellection of the necessary quantities for every type of regulation,
sense, for DU/DC
- Making the calculation of the delivered quantities for every type of
regulation, sense, for DU/DC
The Metering Operator OMEPA is responsible for collecting, processing
and transmission of the electricity measured values for production, consumption of
every BRP and also for the electricity measured values for import and export, of
the whole Electric National System.
OPCOM SA establishes the obligations to pay and the rights to receive of
every Participant to the Balancing Market and also for TSO, as provided in the
regulations made and approved by ANRE and using the data from The Monthly
Regulation Note on Balancing Market, sent by the Balancing Market Operator.
The Monthly Regulation Note on Balancing Market for every Participant
contains informations regarding the balancing quantities, for UP and DOWN
power, hourly, had to be delivered, for every DU/CD that received a command, the
hourly marginal price, for secundary regulation and also hourly prices from the
offers for fast and slow tertiary regulations and start-up hourly offer prices.
To establish the obligations to pay and the rights to receive for every
DU/DC, it is used:
- hourly marginal price for the quantity hourly delivered for UP/DOWN
power for secondary regulation,
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- hourly offer price for the quantity hourly delivered for UP/DOWN power
for fast/slow tertiary regulation.
OPCOM SA calculates, for every DU/DC and every Participant in the
Balancing Market, the value for balancing energy, every type of regulation and
sense, every hourly interval, every day and for a whole month, using the hourly
delivered quantities for balancing and using the prices for them.
The deficit and surplus prices for balancing energy
OPCOM SA calculates the deficit and surplus prices for balancing energy
using the results of all the transactions on Balancing Market:
- hourly deficit price is settled as a ratio of the total value, hourly, of the
delivered energy for UP power (without the value of the transactions used by TSO
for congestions management) and the total delivered quantity for UP power, in the
same hour (exclusive the quantity used by TSO for congestion management);
- hourly surplus price is settled as a ratio of the total value, hourly, of the
delivered energy for DOWN power and the total delivered quantity for DOWN
power, in the same hour.
OPCOM SA establishes the hourly imbalance of quantity for every BRP, as
stipulated by the actual rules elaborated and approved by ANRE, using:
- physical notifications approved by TSO for bloc exchanges between
BRPs,
- hourly measured data for production and consumption of every BRP, as
case, sent by OMEPA.
The hourly imbalance of quantity for every BRP is calculated by

OPCOM SA using hourly Net Contractual Position and hourly Net
Measured Position, of that BRP.
Hourly Net Contractual Position for every BRP is settled by OPCOM
SA using the whole selling/acquisition contracts for electricity with other
BRPs, include the transactions on DAM, IDM and BM, notified to TSO and
approved by this one.

Hourly Net Measured Position for every BRP is settled by OPCOM
SA using the whole delivers/consumtions of measured electricity from / to the
National Electric System network, in the proper connecting points.
The hourly imbalance of quantity for every BRP is equal with the
difference between the Hourly Net Measured Position Hourly and the Net
Contractual Position.
OPCOM SA calculates for every BRP:
-

Hourly value of the payment obligations for negative hourly imbalance
of quantity, using the deficit price from the same hourly interval and
also the payment obligations for a day and for a month,
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Hourly value of the rights to receive for positive hourly imbalance of
quantity, using the surplus price from the same hourly interval, and also
the rights to receive for a day and for a month.

3. Regulation frame for offer prices on Balancing Market during the
period of 2008 – 2020
 ANRE Order no.119/2008 forsees:
The prices from daily offers on Balancing Market have the following
limits:
a) the difference between the highest daily offer price during a day and the
smallest daily offer price from the same day for every DU/DC is max. 100
lei/MWh;
b) the highest daily offer price on Balancing Market for UP power
regulation is up limited at 400 lei/MWh, on each dispatchable interval.
 ANRE Order no. 33/2012 forsees:
For every DU/DC, the prices from daily offers on the Balancing Market are
limited as follows:
a) the difference between the highest daily offer price from a delivery day
and the smallest daily offer price from the same delivery day, for every DU/DC, is
max. 150 lei/MWh, excepting the DU that produces high efficency cogeneration
electricity,
b) the highest daily offer price for UP power regulation is up limited at 450
lei/MWh, on each dispatchable interval.
 ANRE Order no. 60/2013 forsees:
For every DU/DC, the prices from the daily offers on the Balancing Market
are correlated with DAM MCP as follows:
a) the offers price on the Balancing Market for an hour interval has to be
smaller or equal to 450 lei/MWh + DAM MCP for the same hourly interval, till 31
December 2013;
b) for a producer/consumer that has one or more DC/DC, the difference
between the highest price from the offers from an hourly interval for DU/DC of its
own and the smallest price of the offers for DU/DC of its own for the same hourly
interval is max. 250 lei/MWh.
 ANRE Order no. 31/2018 forsees:
The min. limit of price offer on the Balancing Market is 0,1 lei/MWh, for
all kind of DU or DC.
For every DU/DC, the prices from daily offers on the Balancing Market are
corelated to DAM MCP as follows: the price from daily offers on the Balancing
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Market for an interval has to be smaller or equal to 450 lei/MWh + DAM MCP for
the same hourly interval;
 ANRE Order no. 61/2020 forsees:
The technical limits for price offers are between -99.999 Euro/MWh and
+99.999 Euro/MWh with lei equivalent at BNR course, starting with the 1st
September 2020.

4. Analysis of the results
The next graphs indicate the evolution of some parameters with great
importance for the electricity market.
The following graph indicates the evolution of the monthly traded
quantities on Balancing Market and medium monthly deficit prices for the period of
2008 till 2020 related to the ANRE regulations.

Figure 1. The evolution of monthly traded quantities for UP power on Balancing Market and medium
monthly deficit prices during 2008-2020

It can be observed that the medium monthly deficit price had an ascendent
evolution, indifferent of the monthly traded quantities, but related to the stipulation
from the ANRE regulations.
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Next graph represents the evolution of daily medium prices on BM, DAM
and IDM.

Figure 2. The evolution of daily medium prices on BM, DAM and IDM during 01.01.2017 –
31.08.2020

It highlights that daily medium prices on BM had a visible increase since
October 2018.
The following graph indicates the evolution of monthly traded quantities on
Balancing Market and their net values since January 2017 till July 2020.
Since February 2019, the difference between the values of the monthly
traded quantities on Balancing Market for UP power and DOWN power has a
relatively small deviations comparing with the period before.
The evolution of medium monthly deficit prices and medium monthly
MCPs from January 2015 till July 2020 is the F4 and it points out the constant
increase of the first ones and the great jump starting with October 2020.
Figure 5 showing the monthly gap evolution (medium deficit price –
medium MCP) reveals the same tendency that was written before.
Figure 7 indicates the evolution of the net values on Balancing Market, net
values of BRPs imbalances and the incomes/costs from balancing system from January
2019 till July 2020, a period suggestive for the course of events on this market.
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Figure 3. The evolution of monthly traded quantities on Balancing Market and their net values
January 2017-July 2020

Figure 4. The evolution of medium monthly deficit prices and medium monthly MCPs
during January 2015-July 2020
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Figure 5. Daily gap evolution (medium deficit price – mediu MCP)
during May 2020

Figure 6. Monthly gap evolution (medium deficit price – medium MCP)
during January 2015 – July 2020
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Figure 7. The evolution of net value on Balancing Market, net value of BRP imbalances and of
incomes/costs from balancing system during January 2019 – July 2020

6. Conclusions
1. Analysing the presented data there is an increase of deficit prices with
each increase of the limits imposed by the ANRE Orders.
2. Eliminating of the gap of 250 lei/MWh by ANRE Order no. 31/2018 led
to the substantial increase of deficit prices but also to the decrease of surplus prices
starting with September 2018.
3. There is also an increase in the redistributed values resulting from the
balancing of the system as the quantities traded for UP power in the BM decreased,
since the values paid by the BRPs for negative imbalances are much higher, up to
40% compared to the value of UP power in the BM.
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Abstract: This paper is describing how the cross-zonal intraday
capacity pricing will be implemented across the pan-European level by
applying a market coupling mechanism between the bidding zones, which
means that a price for the intraday cross-zonal capacity can be determined. It
is specified how the cross-zonal intraday capacity pricing was proposed, the
solution that was selected and a short description of the implemented solution
and the current status of development.
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Rezumat: Lucrarea de fata descrie modul in care preturile capacitatii
intrazilnice interzonale vor fi implementate pe baza unei metodologii unice la
nivel european. Sunt prezentate optiunile identificate si solutia adoptata
pentru implementare, precum si stadiul actual si perspectivele al proiectului.
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1. Introduction
The first requirement for the Intraday cross-zonal capacity pricing is
mentioned in Commission Regulation (EU) 2015/1222 of 24 July 2015 establishing
a guideline on capacity allocation and congestion management (CACM), Article 55
(Pricing of intraday capacity) [1]:
1. Once applied, the single methodology for pricing intraday cross-zonal
capacity will reflect market congestion and will be based on actual orders.
2. Prior to the approval of the single methodology for pricing intraday
cross-zonal capacity, Transport and System Operators (TSOs) may propose an
intraday cross-zonal capacity allocation mechanism with reliable pricing for
1
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approval by the regulatory authorities of the relevant Member States. This
mechanism will ensure that the price of intraday cross-zonal capacity is available to
the market participants at the time of matching the orders.
3. All TSOs had to develop a proposal for a single methodology for pricing
intraday cross-zonal capacity in 24 months.
4. No charges, such as imbalance fees or additional fees, will be applied to
intraday cross-zonal capacity except for the pricing.
Because the Article 55 stipulates that TSOs may propose an intraday crosszonal capacity allocation mechanism with reliable pricing for approval by the
regulatory authorities of the relevant Member States, on 10 August 2017 they
finished a document called Cross-zonal Intraday Capacity Pricing Methodology –
Explanatory note[2].
All the models proposed in the methodology by all the TSOs had the next
technical requirements:
 Compatibility with continuous matching
 Reflects congestion if capacity is scarce
 Is based on actual orders
 Capacity price is made available at the time of matching the orders
 Additional charges or fees does not exist
The single intraday coupling which precedes the pricing, is based on
continuous matching. The continuous matching mechanism poses a challenge in
terms of finding a good pricing model. Determination of an intraday cross-zonal
capacity price, reflecting scarcity, was very difficult in continuous markets since
intraday cross-zonal capacity could be subject to a price mainly when cross-zonal
capacity is no longer available.
While intraday cross-zonal capacity remains available, there is no
bottleneck, and the use of remaining intraday cross-zonal capacity does not yield
any economic benefit (the price of the capacity is theoretically zero).
When intraday cross-zonal capacity has been fully used by the trades and is
no more available, the execution of an additional trade using marginal capacity
would yield an economic benefit; but no cross-zonal trade is possible any longer,
so that the pricing of the capacity is not possible.
In continuous markets, the potential scarcity value of intraday cross-zonal
capacity is captured by the first trade using the capacity with the highest/lowest
price at that moment (i.e. the quickest market participants and not the ones which
value the capacity the most) because of the FCFS (first come first served) principle.
Possible models: to find the best possible model to price intraday crosszonal capacity, several pricing models were contemplated. Their suitability for the
Methodology is briefly discussed below as well as additional clarifications
provided for the chosen one, the so-called “hybrid model”. The following
subsection further elaborates on the justification of the chosen model.
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a) Implicit continuous trading only
The continuous trading, being understood to be the XBID solution in its
current status does not embed any feature related to intraday cross-zonal capacity
pricing: in essence, this model always sets the intraday cross-zonal capacity price to
zero and therefore cannot be considered with its current features as a possible
model to be evaluated.
This does not ensure an efficient pricing of the intraday market and doesn‟t
take into account the “willingness to pay” for the intraday cross-zonal capacity of
all market participant interested to acquire cross- zonal capacity for a specific
MTU. Moreover, no information is given about the value of the scarcity of the
intraday cross-zonal capacity in this case. Cross-zonal capacity is available or not
but no price is given for the commodity.
b) Implicit continuous trading with pricing
This model consists in embedding the pricing of intraday cross-zonal
capacity within the intraday continuous allocation, depending on the allocation
time. This can be done through different main variants, such as:
A. “Price scaling” based on share of allocated cross-zonal capacity
compared to maximum available intraday cross-zonal capacity, with a price profile
that is fixed in advance (with fixed boundaries based on outcome of day-ahead
market for example). The price determination follows the profile, which consists of
a “dead band” where the price is zero up to a given value, and then followed by a
linear increase of the capacity price depending on the increase of the allocated
capacity up to the available intraday cross-zonal capacity,
1) A first variant consists in decreasing the price (eventually to zero) if
there is unused capacity prior to Gate Closure (“Move to zero price”);
2) Another variant consists in making the price profile dynamic (including
the definition of its boundaries) so that it can adjust based on the rate at
which capacity is allocated (“Dynamic pricing”);
3) “Congestion forecast during trading session” also uses a price profile,
which depends both on the share of allocated capacity compared to the
available intraday cross-zonal capacity and on the time before gate
closure time;
B. Ex-post calculation” of capacity price: the scarcity is assessed once the
intraday trading session is closed. If all the available intraday cross-zonal capacity
has been allocated, then the capacity price is calculated as the difference between
the two bidding zones prices. Several possible choices exist to define the price in
each bidding zone, which is derived from the price of matched orders. In such
cases, the possibility to define a price through the matching of actual orders in a
discrete fixing performed ex-post remains to be further analysed.
This model is not compliant with CACM requirements for Cross-zonal
Intraday Capacity Pricing Methodology.
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c) Implicit auction only model
During certain periods throughout the day, implicit auction trading sessions
are held at European level to allocate the available intraday cross-zonal capacity at
all bidding zone borders by applying a market coupling mechanism between the
bidding zones, which means that:
1) The same price is obtained in adjacent bidding zones when there is still
free cross-zonal capacity after the implicit auction has been run (null capacity
price);
2) Or two different prices are obtained in adjacent bidding zones in the
event of congestion on the corresponding bidding zone border (capacity price is
then equal to the difference in prices between the two zones).
The term “IDA” refers to implicit intraday auction trading sessions held at
pan-European level to allocate the available intraday cross-zonal capacity at all
bidding zone borders by applying a market coupling mechanism between the
bidding zones, which means that a price for the intraday cross-zonal capacity can be
determined.
These implicit auction trading sessions allow therefore to determine a price
for the intraday cross-zonal capacity that reflects scarcity and are referred to as
IDA. Several IDA can be held for a given delivery day but each IDA will reflect
scarcity at the moment of the auction.
The determination of the results is done in a different way for an implicit
auction compared to implicit continuous matching: IDA apply the pay-as-cleared
mechanism while pay-as-bid is used in implicit continuous matching.
Under a pay-as-cleared pricing scheme each seller receives the market
clearing price and each buyer pays the market clearing price.
Under pay-as-bid, sellers (resp. buyers) receive (resp. pay) the price of their
bid. Pay-as-cleared incentivizes participants to reveal their actual preferences in
terms of prices and volumes, contrary to continuous market in which the activity of
a trader is visible to everyone (anonymously) in the shared order book, meaning
that the traders may use/reveal dynamically the information in a way that suits their
interests given the other visible orders.
The results of IDA, and thus the resulting intraday cross-zonal capacity
pricing, are therefore based on actual orders of market participants, which reveals
an actual price at the moment of the auction.
The implicit auction only model is not considered as compliant with
CACM Regulation, as it does not allow implementing the SIDC as defined in the
CACM Regulation.
In conclusion this model is not compliant with CACM requirements for
Cross-zonal Intraday Capacity Pricing Methodology.
This implies that, ideally, the implicit auction only model should be
complemented by continuous matching sessions so that it does not contradict the
implementation of the SIDC as outlined in the CACM Regulation.
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d) Hybrid model
Key features:
 Intraday cross-zonal capacity is priced through IDAs;
 Initial IDA is executed in day ahead timeframe and covers all the MTUs
of the delivery day;
 Further IDAs are executed in intraday timeframe and cover each a
subset of all the MTUs of the delivery day: different options can then be
introduced, depending whether
 there is an overlap between the MTUs covered by each IDA (i.e. all
IDAs cover all MTUs until the end of the day);
 or there is no overlap between the MTUs covered by each IDA;
 Continuous matching sessions are run between the IDAs, with different
options:
 Either a continuous matching session opens after the publication of the
each IDA results and covers the MTUs not traded in the forthcoming IDA;
 Or one single continuous matching session is executed; it opens after the
publication of the first IDA results and covers all the MTUs until the end of the
delivery day;
 Given the fact that bids are paid-as-cleared under implicit auction and
paid-as-bid under implicit continuous market participants need to enter their bids
for both types of markets separately. This implies a different bidding strategy for
market participants as such bids entered in one system cannot be transposed to the
other.
The assessment against criteria of CACM Regulation applicable to the
Cross-zonal Intraday Capacity Pricing Methodology is the same as for implicit
auction only model, except that it now complies with continuous matching.
This model is compliant with CACM requirements for Cross-zonal
Intraday Capacity Pricing Methodology.
2. Intraday Auction (IDA)
As it was mentioned in the Cross-zonal Intraday Capacity Pricing
Methodology – Explanatory note[2], The term “IDA” refers to implicit intraday
auction trading sessions held at pan-European level to allocate the available
intraday cross-zonal capacity at all bidding zone borders by applying a market
coupling mechanism between the bidding zones, which means that a price for the
intraday cross-zonal capacity can be determined.
On 24 January 2019 Agency for the Cooperation of Energy Regulators
(ACER) published the Methodology for pricing intraday cross-zonal capacity[3]
and on 30 January 2020 published the Methodology for the price coupling
algorithm, the continuous trading matching algorithm and the intraday auction
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algorithm[4] in which the requirements for the implicit intraday auction trading
sessions are described.
The requirements for this market are divided into the following categories:
 Legal requirements
 General requirements
 Qualitative requirements with precision and price ranges
 Performance requirements
Each category will further be described using only the most important
requirement.
2.1. Legal requirements
In order to be able to support the same set of products and functionalities
while assuring at the same time an efficient use of resources in terms of
implementation costs and time to delivery of new functionalities, as well as benefit
from the Single Day Ahead Coupled (SDAC) algorithm‟s development evolution,
the same algorithm used for SDAC should be used also for IDAs.
Any IDA auction should ensure that the cross-zonal capacity is allocated in
a way that aims to maximise the economic surplus and thus contributes to ensuring
optimal use of the transmission infrastructure and also facilitates both the
coordinated net transmission capacity approach as well as flow-based approach and
thereby supports the optimisation of the calculation of cross-zonal capacity. As
regards the allocation of cross-zonal capacity, the Algorithm methodology
promotes implicit allocation of cross-zonal capacity, which is considered as more
efficient than explicit allocation of cross-zonal capacity and allows for the usage of
explicit cross-zonal capacity allocation.
Also, it should ensure a fair and non-discriminatory treatment of TSOs,
Nominated Electricity Market Operators (NEMOs) and market participants. The nondiscriminatory treatment of TSOs and NEMOs is achieved by allowing an open access
to participation in SDAC and SIDC to all NEMOs and TSOs and by allowing both to
define their requirements in relation to the development and operation of SDAC and
SIDC. Non-discriminatory treatment of market participants is achieved through their
equal access to the SDAC and SIDC regardless of their origin or chosen NEMO in
Member States with multiple NEMOs. Moreover, the matching of their orders is based
on an objective function, which maximises the economic surplus.
Also, it should be provided an assurance that the SDAC and SIDC
algorithms are able to find for all days a solution that is compliant with the concept
of market coupling and implicit capacity allocation within the permitted time.
The algorithms must be scalable. This means that they must be able to
accommodate an enlargement of the SDAC and SIDC to new bidding zones (and new
NEMOs), as well as the increased usage of the products and the implementation of the
algorithm requirements. However, an unlimited scalability is not feasible, since any
configuration of hardware and software is subject to technical constraints that can
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become limiting under extreme conditions. Hence, the scalability should be adequate to
accommodate the objectives of the CACM Regulation.
2.2. General requirements
For each bidding zone, the IDA algorithm will be able to:
 Facilitate orders for several Market Time Units („MTUs‟), such as
quarter-hourly, half-hourly and hourly;
 support the products as defined in the IDA products;
 facilitate configurations with more than one NEMO for a given bidding
zone or a scheduling area in accordance to the multiple NEMO arrangement;
 support multiple scheduling areas within a bidding zone as requested by
TSOs;
 allocate cross-zonal capacities on a bidding zone border with one or
multiple TSOs on one or both sides of the concerned bidding zone border.
The IDA algorithm will aim at maximising the economic surplus of the SIDC
auction for all market time units that are part of the delivery period of the IDA,
consistent with time limitations, conditions and requirements established by NEMOs
and TSOs.
The IDA algorithm will provide for a fair and orderly price formation and
will support multiple bidding zones within a country and will be scalable to cover
all bidding zones eligible for participating in SIDC.
2.3. Qualitative requirements with precision and price ranges
The IDA algorithm will ensure:
 equal treatment of orders coming from all NEMOs in accordance with
Article 3(e) of the CACM Regulation; and
 provide all orders of market participants non-discriminatory access to
cross zonal capacity in accordance with Article 3(j) of the CACM Regulation.
In case of tie rules (between two or more orders) and for branching
decisions (if any), deterministic rules will be implemented. Such choices will be
logged and will allow for partial coupling, in order to deliver the auctions results,
even if some inputs from a market or a delivery area are missing.
The IDA algorithm will automatically support leap years, i.e. 366 days in a
year and will automatically support daylight saving clock changes.
2.4. Performance requirements
The IDA algorithm will be robust and reliable and it will be resilient to
pretested data configurations such as, but not limited to, non-crossing of bids and
offer curves, orders' curtailment, maximum and minimum prices, price and volume
indeterminacy and will always produce a unique result, i.e. price and volume
indeterminacy will be resolved.
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The IDA algorithm will use reliable IT technology, e.g. reliable third-party
software will always be available when required.
2.5. Fundamentals of intraday cross-zonal capacity pricing
The pricing mechanism for cross-zonal capacity in the intraday timeframe
will be based on intraday auctions, which will be part of the single intraday
coupling (i.e. auction SIDC) and will complement the continuous SIDC and will be
established by allocating the available cross-zonal capacity for the respective MTUs
by IDAs using the marginal pricing principle.
The established price of intraday cross-zonal capacity will reflect the
market situation at the time of the allocation. The IDAs will respect cross-zonal
capacity and allocation constraints.
The intraday cross-zonal gate opening and closure times for each MTU are
defined according to the terms and conditions for intraday cross-zonal gate opening
and intraday cross-zonal gate closure.
2.6. Timing of IDAs
1. One IDA will be held on the day D-1 for all MTUs of the delivery day
D, i.e. from the first auction MTU starting at 00:00 until the end of the delivery day
D, with a deadline for bid submission at 15:00 market time D-1.
2. One IDA will be held on the day D-1 for all MTUs of the delivery day
D, i.e. from the first auction MTU starting at 00:00 until the end of the delivery day
D, with a deadline for bid submission at 22:00 market time D-1.
3. One IDA will be held on the delivery day D for all remaining MTUs of
the delivery day D, i.e. from the first auction MTU starting at 12:00 until the end of
the delivery day D, with a deadline for bid submission at 10:00 market time D.
For Romania, the next calendar shall apply for a normal trading day, the
extension to 30 minutes before and after the IDA is not considered:
 9:40 – 10:20 AM CET The last IDA for all the remaining MTU from
12:00 CET until the end of delivery for the current trading day.
 2:40 – 3:20 PM CET The first IDA for the next delivery day.
 3:00 PM CET Opening a new trading day: order submitting and trading
for the available contracts associated with the next delivery day in continuous
intraday trading.
 9:40 – 10:20 PM CET The second IDA for the next delivery day.
2.7. Design of IDAs
The IDAs will price the cross-zonal capacity for all relevant MTUs on the
relevant bidding zone borders. All TSOs competent on the bidding zone borders
participating in a specific IDA will provide to the relevant NEMOs the cross-zonal
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capacity and allocation constraints as an input for the relevant IDA. The cross-zonal
capacity and allocation constraints will be provided to the respective NEMOs
before the deadline for bid submission of the relevant IDA.
The IDAs will be organised as implicit auctions where collected orders will
be matched, and cross-zonal capacity will be allocated simultaneously for different
bidding zones. IDAs will take into account all valid orders submitted for the
respective auctions and determine a clearing price for the relevant bidding zones
based on matched orders.
Cross-zonal capacity will not be allocated to an IDA and continuous
trading at the same time. For this purpose, the cross-zonal trade and cross-zonal
capacity allocation within the continuous SIDC will be temporarily suspended
and during this suspension all the available cross-zonal capacity will be
allocated through the IDA. The suspension period will be limited to the time
needed to transfer cross-zonal capacity between the continuous SIDC and the
auction SIDC to run the IDA algorithm and to verify the results for allocated
cross-zonal capacities. IDAs will not have an impact on the continuous SIDC
within bidding zones, for at least those bidding zones where more than one
NEMO operates.
The duration of an IDA will be determined by its start, which is the
deadline for bid submission, and by its termination, which is the publication of
auction results. In case the TSOs are not able to provide the intraday cross-zonal
capacity to an IDA, such capacity, when it becomes available, will be allocated
through the continuous SIDC. In case that an IDA is not able to allocate intraday
cross-zonal capacity, such capacity will be subsequently offered and allocated
through the continuous SIDC.
The IDAs will be implemented on all the bidding zone borders eligible
to participate in the SIDC. This obligation will apply to bidding zone borders
regardless of whether they are already participating in the continuous SIDC or
not.
In order to accommodate IDAs, the cross-zonal capacity allocation within
the continuous SIDC will be suspended for a limited period during which the crosszonal capacities will not be allocated through the continuous SIDC. This period for
suspension will not be longer than 40 minutes and will consist of:
- the suspension before the deadline for bid submissions of each IDA. This
suspension won‟t be longer than 20 minutes and allow maximum of 5 minutes for
recalculating and/or updating of cross-zonal capacities, which will be published no
later than 15 minutes before the deadline for bid submissions for each IDA;
- the suspension after the deadline for bid submissions of each IDA, which
won‟t be longer than 20 minutes and allow for the calculation of auction results,
verification of results and the recalculation and/or update of cross-zonal capacities
for the continuous SIDC.
If all NEMOs and/or all TSOs identify during the testing of IDAs, that they
are not able to implement IDAs within the time constraints, they may start the
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implementation of IDAs with extended time constraints which are 30 minutes for
suspension before the deadline for bid submissions of each IDA and 30 minutes for
the suspension after the deadline for bid submissions of each IDA. These extended
time constraints may be applied for up to maximum 12 months starting from the
implementation date of IDAs and won‟t affect the deadline for publication of crosszonal capacities.
3. Conclusions
The chosen model that is compliant with CACM requirements for Crosszonal Intraday Capacity Pricing Methodology is the Hybrid model in which the
Intraday cross-zonal capacity is priced through IDAs.
The same algorithm used for SDAC should be used also for IDAs.
The intraday auctions concept will be additional to the continuous intraday
market, which will remain. Orders and trades in the intraday auctions are not
related to orders and trades either in the day-ahead market or in the continuous
intraday market.
There will be three auctions for a delivery day and for the period in which
the IDA is held, the continuous intraday capacity will be suspended and will be
used into IDA.
The IDA project is a part of the SIDC project, and the first intra-day
auction is expected to be held on the 1st of January 2023.
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Abstract: The scope of the paper is to present the purpose of the single market
concept, actual status, and prospects, as well as a few dates concerning the evolution
of trading in the context of gradually transition to single European market.
MCO plan establishes the target model for the short-term market trading
skyline. Romanian market is part of the 4M market coupling and strive to couple with
MRC to reach the target of SDAC as enduring solution.
The Romanian NEMO (Nominated Electricity Market Operator) and TSO
(Transmission System Operator) are involved in developing a series of projects for
evolution of the Single European Energy Market, SDAC (Single Day-Ahead,
respectively DE-AT-PL-4M MC (known as Interim-coupling) project, CORE FB MC
(known as Core Flow-Based Market Coupling project) and SIDC (Single Intra-Day
Coupling (previously known as XBID), respectively all that involve development so
that to implement all regulatory requirements.

Keywords: MCO Plan, NEMOs, Interim coupling, Core flow-based
Rezumat: Scopul lucrării este sa prezinte conceptul pieței unice, stadiul actual,
perspectivele, la fel ca și câteva date privind evoluția tranzacționării în contextul tranziției
graduale la piața unică Europeană. Toate acestea urmăresc să sublinieze beneficiile pieței
unice europene și acțiunile OPCOM în efortul de a se integra în piața unică europeană
pentru a asigura participanților la piața din România acces nediscriminatoriu față de
ceilalți participanți la piața europeană. Operatorul de piață din România (OPEED Operatorul Pieței de energie electrică desemnat) și operatorul de sistem (OTS - Operatorul
de Sistem și de Transport) sunt implicați într-o serie de proiecte privind evoluția Pieței
Unice Europene de Energie Electrică, respectiv in proiectele europene SDAC (Cuplarea
unică a piețelor pentru Ziua Următoare) și SIDC (Cuplarea unică a piețelor intrazilnice),
cunoscut anterior ca XBID, în proiectele regionale DE-AT-PL-4M MC (cunoscut și ca
Proiectul de cuplare Intermediară), CORE FB MC (cunoscut și ca Proiectul de cuplare a
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piețelor pe bază de fluxuri în regiunea CORE), precum și în proiectele având ca obiective
implementarea tuturor cerințelor de reglementare europene.
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1. Introduction - The purpose of the European single energy market
Commission Regulation (EU) 2015/1222 of 24 July 2015 establishing a
guideline on capacity allocation and congestion management establishes the
principles for Day Ahead Market and Intra-Day Market. According to this
regulation the nominated market operators (NEMOs) and transmission system
operators (TSOs) prepared a series of documents concerning Day Ahead Market
and Intraday Market. One of the most important documents is the MCO Plan.
On 26 June 2017, National Regulatory Authorities (NRAs), approved the
MCO Plan – it is a joint proposal developed by all nominated electricity market
operators ("NEMO") for a plan setting out how the NEMOs will jointly establish
and perform the functions of the market coupling operator (MCO) ("MCO Plan").
MCO plan establishes the target model for the short-term market trading
skyline:
- the adoption of Price Coupling of Regions (PCR) solution as the basis
for pan-European single day-ahead coupling,
- the adoption of the Cross-Border Intraday (XBID) solution as the basis
for pan-European single intraday coupling.
On 31 July 2019 all NEMOs submitted to ACER and to NRAs their
proposal for review and approval of the Methodologies concerning price coupling
algorithm and continuous trading matching algorithm, methodology that was
approved in 2020 through ACER Decisions no.4 and no.5. This document sets out
the methodology for the price coupling algorithm and for the continuous trading
coupling algorithm (algorithm methodology) and contains set of common
requirements for the price coupling algorithm (”DA algorithm requirements”) and
for the continuous trading coupling algorithm ('ID algorithm requirements') in
accordance with Article 37 of the CACM Regulation.
2. Paper contents
2.1 Coupling principles - The Day-Ahead Market (DAM), Intra-Day

Market (IDM)
2.2 The benefits of participation to coupling market – Romanian markets

evolution (synthesis of operation)
2.3 Prospects for Day-Ahead Market (DAM) evolution within SDAC and
for Intra-Day Market (IDM) evolution within the SIDC
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2.1. The coupling principle – Day Ahead Market (DAM)
Market Coupling (MC) is a way to join and integrate different energy
markets into one coupled market. In a coupled market, demand and supply orders in
one market are no longer confined to the local territorial scope, but energy
transactions can involve sellers and buyers from different areas, only restricted by
the electricity network constraints.
The main benefit of the Market Coupling approach resides in improving of
the market liquidity combined with the beneficial side effect of less volatile
electricity prices. Market coupling is beneficial for market players. They no longer
need to separately acquire transmission capacity rights to carry out cross-border
exchanges, since these cross-border exchanges are implicitly given as the result of
the MC mechanism. They only have to submit single orders in their market (via
their corresponding NEMO) which will be matched with other competitive orders
in the same market or other markets using the available transmission capacity
(provided the electricity network constraints are respected).
Price Coupling of Regions (PCR) project is an initiative of nine Power
Exchanges (PXs): EPEX SPOT, GME, HEnEx, Nasdaq, Nord Pool, OMIE,
OPCOM, OTE and TGE covering the electricity markets in Austria, Belgium,
Czech Republic, Croatia, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, France, Germany, Hungary,
Italy, Ireland, Latvia, Lithuania, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, Norway, Poland,
Portugal, Romania, Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain, Sweden and UK. PCR is
implemented in both the MRC (Multi Regional Coupling) region as well as the 4M
Market Coupling (4M MC).

Figure 1. PCR region (Source: Website OPCOM)

4M MC area is based on implicit auction, that consist of optimal allocation
of electricity and using cross-border transmission capacity rights (ATC, available
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transmission capacity on interconnections) in a common process. All the input data
(the energy offers and ATC for day-ahead) are taken into account in a common
process.
The energy offers in all bidding areas of coupled region are put in common
in order to establish traded quantities and market clearing price (MCP), by taking
into account the ATCs. The calculation process uses an optimization algorithm
recognized as the target mechanism at European level.
While in decoupled functioning would be some results generated for each
bidding area, respectively the market clearing price is set independently in each
area area,
 through joining the markets using the price coupling mechanism, the
energy offer available in the bidding area with lower price which is not traded in
that area as the offer price is higher than MCP as resulted in the isolated market,
can satisfy the demand not cleared from another bidding area with higher price
within the limit of the available transmission capacity ATC allocated for the
relevant time horizon. In this way the matched volume in the entire coupled region
increases;
 thus, considering a price difference between two neighboring areas as
functioning in isolated mode, by coupling the two areas an energy flow on
interconnection line occurs that goes from the lower price area to higher price
area. The export will be similar to a consumption which trigger price increase in
the export area (left chart), while imports will be similar to a sale that lowers
the price in the importing area (right chart). In this way, the prices of the two
areas are converging. In the coupling mechanism, as a principle, the electricity
will circulate from the lower price area towards the higher price area. The flow
volume increases as long as the new prices determined according to the charts
presented are different and as long as it is below the ATC. If the ATC is high
enough to accomodate entire flow generated by the curves in the two areas, prices
become equal.

Figure 2. Example of ATC model (Sursa: Website OPCOM)
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2.1.1. The coupling principle – Intraday Market (IDM)
As of 19.11.2019 the Romanian Intra-Day Market is functioning in coupled
mode with the markets from the other 20 countries participating in the European
project SIDC- Single Intra-Day Coupling (previously known as XBID) with the
goal of introducing pan-European cross-border trading on the Intra-Day horizon,
respectively Bulgaria, Hungary, Croatia, Czech Republic, Poland, Slovenia,
Austria, Belgium, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, France, Germany, Lithuania,
Norway, Sweden, Holland, Portugal and Spain.
The countries who will join Single Intra-Day Coupling SIDC, estimated in
the first quarter of 2021 (considered as the third wave after first wave with go-live
respectively in June 2018 and second wave (Romania included) with go-live in
November 2019), are Italy and Greece.
The intra-day power market is a continuous market allowing 24/7 power
trading. Coupling of the national intra-day markets is provided by the single intraday coupling (SIDC) algorithm, based on implicit continuous matching mechanism.

Figure 3. The go-lives of single intra-day market coupling
(source: nemo-committee.eu/)

2.1.2. Single intra-day coupling algorithm
The single intra-day coupling algorithm is incorporated in the XBID
(Cross-Border Intra-Day) solution. The XBID solution comprises, among other
components, two modules which each perform part of the algorithm tasks: the
shared order book (SOB) module and the capacity management module (CMM).
2.1.3. Market coupling process
The XBID solution enables multiple power exchanges to connect to the
central SOB module. Traders cannot connect to the SOB directly. Instead, they
connect to one or more local/regional trading solutions of power exchanges
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(NEMOs). Orders on contracts tradable in XBID which are entered into a trading
solution of a power exchange are further transmitted to the SOB, where they can be
matched against each other. SOB always performs these matches regardless
whether the orders were entered in the same bidding zone or in different bidding
zones and regardless of the power exchange that transmitted the orders – provided,
of course, that a match is possible in the first place.
The SOB module maintains a consolidated order book across all
participating bidding zones and NEMOs, based on available transmission capacity
between bidding zones.
The CMM provides the current capacity information between the borders
of the parties in SIDC. When cross-border trades are concluded, the required crossborder capacity is implicitly allocated in the CMM, therefore available cross-border
capacity is updated with every each concluded trade.
2.1.4. Local view in the local trading solution (M7-DBAG)
The M7-DBAG local trading system represents the interface between the IntraDay market participants and the central coupling system, respectively the shared order
book module (SOB).
The participants submit the orders in the M7-DBAG local trading system.
Orders are then anonymized and transfered automatically to the shared order book
(SOB).
The participants can view the market status in the local view. Orders
submitted in SIDC by the partipants of any coupled bidding area, including the
Romanian area, anonymized, can be viewed if there is available transfer capacity
which will allow trades being concluded with those orders.
Trading is done inside of the SIDC central system – inside the SOB
module, whether is performed by orders in different delivery areas with the
condition that there is available transfer capacity on the Romanian borders or by
orders in local delivery area if the ATC value is 0.
2.1.5. Products and contracts
A product can be thought of as a unique set of trading features – the most
important of which is the delivery duration (referred to as „delivery period‟ in the
documentation) – or, alternatively, as a template for a contract. A contract identifies the
actual object of an order and a trade, and can also be referred to as an instrument.
'Hourly' would be an example of a product; it is the product for which the
delivery period lasts exactly one hour. The contracts generated by this product are hour
1, hour 2 … hour 24 of any given calendar day.
Products have a trading unit (MW) and a trading currency (only EUR will
be used for trade conclusion in SOB). Products also have a minimum and
maximum contract quantity and a minimum and maximum price.
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2.2. The benefits of the participation to coupling market – Romanian
markets evolution (synthesis of operation)
2.2.1. Operating results on Day Ahead Market during 2014 November
– 2020 July

Figure 4. The evolution of the average number of participants who concluded trades

The evolution of average number of participants who concluded trades had
an increasing evolution.

Figure 5. The evolution of the monthly traded volume (GWh)

Traded volume in July 2020 increased with 1,3% comparative with July
2019.
Following available transfer capacity - ATC, price coupling and implicit
auction of ATC through 4M MC project, have been achieved cross border trades in
the first 7 months for current year of 837 GWh import and 638 GWh export. From
January 2016, 20% of RO-HU interconnection capacity is reserved to DAM, date
which coincides with increasing the export flows.
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Figure 6. Cross-Border trades import/export – hourly medium flows (MWh/h)

2.2.2. Operating results on Intra - Day Market during 2019 January –
2020 July

Figure 7. The evolution of the average number of participants
who concluded trades

Figure 8. Trade numbers
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In the first 7 months of cross – border trading from 2020, 316,4 GWh were
traded on Intra – Day Market, representing 99,5% from the traded volume in 2019
(374,9 GWh). Although the number of active participants didn‟t increase, the
number of trades and the traded volume significantly increased, as direct efect to
increasing the liquidity through trading in coupled market.

Figure 9. Import-export cross-border trading (GWh)

From this volume corresponding to 7 months of cross – border trading from
2020, 108,8 GWh were exported, 88,4 GWh imported and 115,3 GWh were traded
internally.
For the delivery day 11.12.2019 there were trades concluded at negative
prices for the off-peak hours of 01:00-04:00 a.m., this being the first time when
such situation recorded on the two short-term trading horizons, respectively on
Day-Ahead Market and the Intra-Day Market managed by OPCOM and operating
in coupled regime.

Figure 10. Trade value (mil. RON)
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Traded value increased with 70,8% in July 2020 to the same month from
previous year.
2.3 Prospects for Day-Ahead Market (DAM) evolution within SDAC
and for Intra-Day Market (IDM) evolution within the SIDC
2.3.1. OPCOM and SIDC integration perspective
There is a sustained activity to find solutions to improve EUPHEMIA
algorithm, respectively research and development cycles are planned to support the
further expansion of market coupling, the implementation of requested
requirements and the ensurance of a superior quality of performance, by ensuring:
• Geographical extensions and market growth
• Switch from usage the net transfer capacities (NTC) to flow-based capacity
calculation
• Implementation the multi-NEMO per bidding area
• Implementation the CACM requirements for the algorithm (adequate
performance, scalability and repeatability)
• Implementation the new NEMOs‟ and new TSOs‟ requirements
• Accomodating the topology changes
2.3.2. Core FB MC Project
TSOs and NEMOs from the Central Eastern Europe (“CEE”) region have
defined a goal to design and specify pre-coupling and post-coupling processes
(including results verification under the TSOs responsibility if applied) and to
commonly implement the NWE -CEE FB MC using coupling processes provided
by PCR and a flow-based algorithm provided by TSOs (“Project”).
Following the signature of the Project‟s Memorandum of Understanding on
the implementation of the day-ahead congestion management target model in the
CEE regionin conjunction with other European Regions commonly signed with all
CEE national regulatory authorities (“NRAs”) and ACER on 20th February 2014,
the Parties decided to work together on this Project.
Regulation (EU) 2015/1222 (“CACM”) requests that TSOs and NEMOs to
coordinate their activities and cooperate on the implementation of Flow Based
Market Coupling (FB MC) for day ahead electricity trading in the Core Capacity
Calculation Region (CCR) comprising: Austria, Belgium, Croatia, the Czech
Republic, France, Germany, Hungary, Luxembourg, theNetherlands, Poland,
Romania, Slovakia and Slovenia.
Flow-based market coupling is currently being implemented in the Central
and Western Europe (CWE) in day ahead market coupling project comprising
Austria, Belgium, France, Germany, Luxembourg and the Netherlands.
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Flow based market coupling could lead to a more efficient use of the
complex grid considering the generation resources and consumption requirements.
While using ATC-based market couupling, TSOs determine available capacity
values based on forecasts and historical data before running the coupling process
and resulting flows need to be within the declared ATC, the FB mechanism allows
TSOs to derive the impact that trades will have in terms of physical flows on the
network and have the flows resulted simultaneously with traded energy based on
the impact on a matrix of critical branches that better reflect the grid constraints. In
this way, more capacity is offered to the market under FB market coupling,
resulting in an overall welfare gain and increased price convergence.
The CORE FB project is under the development phase, most of the project
steps are under the pre-final revison in order to start the testing phase in the near
future. OPCOM is prepared for the start of the planned tests and supports the
completion of the project through constant involvement in its development.
2.3.3. Interim Coupling Project
In order to introduce the benefits of coupling in an extended area, prior to the
implementation of the CORE FB MC project, the 4M MC parties initiated at the
end of 2018, at the request of the national regulatory authorities involved, the DEAT-PL-4M MC Interim Coupling Project, which provides the integration of 4M
MC and MRC and the completion of the single market coupling process for day
ahead.
The integration of 4M MC and MRC, through the implementation of ICP,
will be achieved by introducing the implicit allocation of cross-border capacity on
the following borders: PL-DE, PL-CZ, PL-SK, CZ-DE, CZ-AT and HU-AT. The
project is in the development phase, being initiated including the testing phase.
However, in Q1 2020 local implementation bottlenecks have been identified
by several project parties due to interdependencies between ongoing parallel
projects, resulting in a delay of Interim Coupling implementation activities by
several months. As a consequence, Interim Coupling will not be able to go live in
September 2020.
The National Regulatory Authorities have requested the European
Commission to provide guidance on the way forward for the project. Such guidance
from the Commission is expected to be received in the upcoming weeks. Market
participants will be informed about the next steps as soon as possible. OPCOM is
fully prepared for the planned tests and commissioning of the project.
2.3.4. OPCOM and SIDC integration perspective
The CACM Regulation provides, inter alia, that in the case of the coupling of
day ahead markets and intraday markets, the price of capacity should reflect the
level of congestion. In order to comply with this obligation and with the aim of
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reducing as little as possible the liquidity of continuous trading, the solution is
designed to determine the price of capacity in Intra-Day Auction (IDA) conducted
on principles similar to those applied in trading on the day ahead market,
respectively an implicit auction mechanism, with a single price for an hourly
interval, determined by the intersection of the curve of sale offers with that of buy
offers. Intraday auction algorithm (IDA) requirements are provided in Art. 6 from
price Algorithm Methodology and continuous trading algorithm, which
encompasses a set of requirements that are consistent with with Article 37(5) of
Commission Regulation (EU) 2015/1222 of 24 July 2015 establishing a guideline
on capacity allocation and congestion management („CACM Regulation‟),
methodology issued by ACER in current year and available on OPCOM website.
This new development will be carried out within a dedicated project,
representing an additional opportunity for market participants, who will have the
opportunity to trade in three additional auctions, two organized before the delivery
day, and the third within the delivery day.
3. Conclusions
The benefits of market coupling consist in improving market liquidity,
reducing price volatility, increasing trading volume and increasing the social
benefit considered as the function of optimization.
A larger trading area provides more trading opportunities for market
participants and allows, on one side better usage of the grid and efficientb
allocation of the production capacities and, on another side, identifying grid
congestion that would require increasing the capacity. Also, participants no longer
need to separately buy transport capacity rights to carry out cross-border exchanges,
as these cross-border exchanges are implicit as a result of the coupling mechanism
(default allocation). They must submit a single bid on the market, which will be
combined with other competitive bids in the same market or in other markets which
they are operating coupled with, in compliance with all constraints and algorithm
requirements.
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Abstract: Starting with 1st of September 2020, the Centralised Market
for awarding Long Term Electricity Contracts (PPA) (PCTL) has become
fully operational, after going through a public consultation process. This new
market allows the negotiation and the conclusion of long-term electricity
sale-purchase contracts, the seller being an economic operator who will build
and connect a new capacity to produce electricity or to produce electricity
and heat in cogeneration.

Keywords: PPA, electricity market
Rezumat: Începând cu 1 septembrie 2020, Piața Centralizată centralizată
destinată atribuirii contractelor de energie electrică pentru perioade lungi de
livrare (PPA) (PCTL) a devenit pe deplin operațională, după parcurgerea unui
proces de consultare publică. Această nouă piață permite negocierea și
încheierea contractelor de vanzare-cumpărare a energiei electrice pe termen
lung, vânzătorul fiind un operator economic care urmează să construiască și să
racordeze o capacitate nouă de producere a energiei electrice sau de producere
a energiei electrice și termice în cogenerare.

Cuvinte cheie: PPA, piața de energie electrică
1. What is a PPA?
A PPA (Power Purchase Agreement) is a bankable contract that guarantees
the payment of the price and therefore the revenues from the sale of electricity
produced, or as the case may be, the costs with electricity, based on the business
1
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plan, by defining known prices during the contract for an economic operator to
build and connect a capacity to produce electricity or to produce electricity and heat
in cogeneration (seller) concluded with a buyer (licensed company in the field of
electricity and/or end customer) which may also include a residential/industrial park
under construction.
2. The role of a PPA
The PPAs bring long-term financial stability due to forecasting for both the
seller and the buyer, by supporting the provision of financing for the
implementation of the construction project of an electricity generation capacity or
of a residential and/or industrial park.
Most PPAs include a known price which could be fixed or variable,
adjusted based on public indicators as for example the spot price of electricity,
resulting a price risk reduction.
Reduction of volume risk is brought due to the fact that most or all the
generation from the new capacity will be taken over by the final customer or the
supplier. On the other side, the forecast consumption is secured at the contract price.
Also, the supplier secures the supply of contracted electricity.
The PPAs are means to increase investments in new production plants
(mainly renewable, but also other types), resulting stability in terms of electricity
prices.
Also, the PPAs offer to end consumers the opportunity to reduce their costs
for purchasing electricity.
3. PCTL principles
The principles underlying the Centralised Market for awarding Long Term
Electricity Contracts (PPA) (PCTL) administrated by OPCOM starting with 1st of
September 2020 are as follows:
 non-discriminatory access to auctions organized for all market
participants.
 the use of competitive mechanisms for awarding contracts, described in
a transparent operational procedure.
 transparency, by publishing in advance the information regarding the
proposed contracts to be traded. All the information related to the auction session is
public, as well as the results of the auction.
 non-discrimination and objectivity. The selection criteria for awarding
contracts are applied in a non-discriminatory way, therefore the tender participants
that meet the selection criteria are given equal chances of awarding contracts.
On the PCTL market, the initiator has the opportunity in defining the
quantity, taking into account the multitude of delivery profiles which can be
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proposed for the delivery period, the possibility to propose a set of profiles and
subsequent application periods of the proposed profiles. Thus, the delivery period
can be divided to make the contractual conditions more flexible.
4. Who can be a market participant on the PCTL market?
On PCTL market, the companies who are intending to build and connect a
cogeneration or electricity generation capacity that will produce electricity traded
under the contract concluded on PCTL market, can be registered as seller. On the
other hand, the licenced companies and/or end customers can be registered as
buyers. Both sellers and buyers have to sign the participation Agreement on the
Centralized Market for awarding Long Term Electricity Contracts with OPCOM, as
market operator for this market.
5. Trading mechanism on PCTL
5.1. Publication of the initial offer
An initiator, meaning a registered market participant can submit an
initiating offer, through which communicates the intention to buy/ sell on PCTL,
respectively the following:
- the proposed contract format together with the initiating offer.
- the list of documents requested for the pre-selection stage of the
participants with response offers, based on which the evaluation of the
creditworthiness indicators will be performed.
- pre-selection/ eligibility criteria, respectively the list of creditworthiness
indicators based on which the qualification of the participants in the pre-selection
stage for the competitive dialogue stage is performed.
- elements of the initiating offer, other than the price, on which the initiator
of the trading session wants to discuss in the competitive dialogue stage, in order to
establish the final form of the contract for which the final offers regarding the
quantity and the price of the transaction will be transmitted.
- the initiator’s proposals for the duration of the next stages of the trading
session.
The initiator will define the delivery period as the start date and the end
date. The initiator has to take into consideration to include also the period required
for the seller to obtain a license for energy production of the new electricity
generation capacity, including electricity produced in cogeneration, or to ask for the
modification of the license he holds in order to integrate the new generation
capacity, with at least 60 days before the start date of the delivery period he
indicates in the initiating offer. The contract format proposed by the initiator for the
buy/ sell of electricity must have the delivery period longer than one (1) year.
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The initiating offer has to include the option regarding the full/ partial
trading quantity of the offer, the proposed opening price and, where appropriate, the
price adjustment formula.
OPCOM verifies in terms of completeness and compliance with the
provisions of the regulatory framework the documents submitted and publishes the
Announcement of organization of the trading session.
The contractual conditions will be established by the initiator, "by taking
into consideration the technical characteristics of the energy capacity that will
produce the contracted electricity".
5.2. The pre-selection stage of the participants with the response offers
The participants who want to participate as respondents to the trading
session announced on the OPCOM SA website have to submit the required
documents for the pre-selection stage of participants with response offers.
The persons empowered for this purpose by the initiators will evaluate the
degree of fulfillment of the pre-selection/ eligibility criteria of the offers submitted
by the participants interested in participating with the response offers and will fill
an evaluation report in which will indicate the result of the evaluation of the
specified pre-selection/ eligibility criteria specified together with the initiating
offer.
The report prepared by the representatives of the initiating participant will
be communicated to OPCOM and will be subsequently verified for compliance
with those mentioned in the Announcement of the trading session. The
responsibility of the applied criteria and the evaluation result belongs entirely to the
initiator of the trading session in order to maximize the level of compliance of the
provisions of the contract with the requirements of the project financier.
5.3. The stage of competitive dialogue with qualified candidates
Participants qualified after the pre-selection stage will communicate their
own proposals regarding the elements of the initiating offer, other than the price, on
which the initiator of the trading session wants to discuss in the competitive
dialogue stage to identify firm conditions of the final offer that will not be subject
of the trades in the final stage of the trading session.
The initiator shall establish the final form of the contract applicable to the
initial offer for the sale-purchase of electricity for long delivery periods (PPAs) and
shall submit it to OPCOM to be published on the website.
OPCOM publishes the final form of the contract, including the price
adjustment formula, applicable during the validity period of the contract, for
periodic updating of the contract price.
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5.4. The auction stage
To award the final offers during the trading session, OPCOM organizes an
auction session with continuous negotiation, in an online trading session which will
have two phases, for the evaluation of the final offers:
The first phase of the auction stage: the introduction by OPCOM in the
online trading system of the initial offer/bid and by the respondents of their own
bids/offers;
The second phase of the auction stage: automatic correlation of the bids and
offers, based on which the electricity transactions resulting from the bidding
process from the first phase of the bidding stage will be concluded. If the initial
order is unallocated or partially awarded, after the first bidding phase, all
participants will be allowed to enter/ modify/ cancel their own orders.
6. Conclusions
The operational procedure leaves the initiator of a trading session to
establish in his entirety:
‒ The initial condition for quantity and price, taken into consideration at
the beginning of the competitive dialogue stage.
‒ The eligibility criteria applicable to all potential contract partners.
‒ Schedule of the trading session so that the initiator of the trading session
has the time to maximize the results of negotiations with both potential contract
partners and funders involved.
‒ Conditions of the contract, subject to competitive dialogue stage, to
ensure that the contractual conditions envisaged by the project financier are met as
far as possible.
‒ According to the proposed contractual conditions, the management of
the balancing risk is indicated (at the expense of the consumer/ buyer and/ or the
producer).
‒ Final conditions of the contract and auction based on which the final offers
will be selected in order to award the quantities and determine the awarding prices.
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Abstract: The paper presents two digital solutions developed by
ENGIE Digital, ENGIE Impact and Tractebel Advisory & Advanced Analytics
(T3A): Nemo – a tool to optimize the District Heating & Cooling (DHC)
Networks and Prosumer – a tool to harmonize climate change imperatives
with business profitability, by designing the investment strategy of zerocarbon journey.
These tools are used for and enriched by various studies supporting
implementation of energy efficiency and decarbonization investments in
relation with private and institutional clients.
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Rezumat: Lucrarea prezintă două soluții digitale dezvoltate de Engie Digital,
Engie Impact și Tractebel Advisory & Adanced Analytics (T3A): Nemo – un
instrument software dedicat optimizării rețelelor de încălzire și răcire centralizată
(DHC) și Prosumer – un instrument software menit să armonizeze respectarea
restricțiilor impuse de schimbările climatice cu profitabilitatea în operarea afacerilor
prin asistență suport în definirea strategiilor de emisii zero de carbon. Aceste două
instrumente software sunt utilizate și îmbunătățite în mod continuu prin intermediul
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diverselor studii realizate în vederea implementării investițiilor în eficiență energetică
și decarbonizare pentru clienți privați și instituționali.

Cuvinte cheie: eficiență energetică, nemo, planificare strategică, investiții
energetice, decarbonizare, prosumer
1. Introduction
One of the most important topics, current one and for the years to come, is
and will be to identify decarbonisation strategies for all energy sectors in order to
act efficiently against the climate change problems we are already facing.
Therefore, a lot of efforts are concentrated worldwide in putting in place dedicated
digital tools with the main purpose of facilitating the identification of sustainable
solutions for CO2 neutral environment addressing specific sectors like District
Heating and Cooling (DHC) and/or electricity supply for local energy communities
and industries. In line with all these efforts, present paper will highlight the benefits
of two different digital tools: one dedicated to Optimized DHC networks (NEMO)
and one dedicated to provide Decarbonization Roadmaps (Prosumer). These tools
are the results of the research and development effort put in place internally at
Engie Group level as continuous innovation process in order to address current
energy markets needs.
NEMO is a digital solution able to optimize DHC industrial assets and
meet operational constraints at a system level. Itis the most comprehensive data
processing tool, enabling operators to improve their heating and cooling
network’s efficiency. With Nemo, the users can take advantage of every
available data to optimize energy use and operate assets with the optimal
economic & environmental settings. Nemo makes it possible to obtain the best
energy efficiency possible, while controlling operating costs. This way, ENGIE
DHC operators can commit to truly differentiating levels of performance
compared to their competitors.
Prosumer is an advanced simulation and optimization tool developed by
Tractebel Advisory & Advanced Analytics (T3A). The tool aims at defining a
strategic planning for multifluid (i.e. heating, cooling, electricity, gas, mobility,
water, waste, etc.) energy investments at territory level. It designs the optimal
configuration minimizing the total cost of ownership (TCO) of the system. The
focus of the tool is on strategic assessment of distributed energy projects (focus on
pre-feasibility studies).
Even if main objectives of the two digital solutions are different, present
paper is presenting both of theme as innovations addressing the current challenges
of the energy markets of today.
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2. General description
NEMO tool can handle all type of fluids: steam, hot water and cold water
retrieved in DHC systems. The main objectives and technical improvements of the
platform are listed below:
• Forecast demand based on prediction models, fitted to each client, and
continuously fed by weather forecast;
• Provide a decision support tool for the dispatching teams, handling
simultaneously:
o Mid and long-term planning: fuel supply nominations and longterm energy targets, such as yearly renewables constraint;
o Short term plants commitments for next hours and days;
o Real time management to take into account weather forecast errors
or technical faults;
• Provide to studies teams an optimisation tool able to calculate economic
savings for different scenarios of equipment investments (piping, regulation
devices, production means), or new configurations of network (new ETS
connections, new extensions);
• Provide a way to assess new network acquisition opportunities or contract
renewal opportunities.
The proposed solution is able to run optimisations on large networks within
reasonable time. However, the given problem is known to be really hard to solve. It
is a Mixed Integer Non-Linear Problem (MINLP) [1], [2], [3], [4], [5], [6], due to:
• A great number of binary variables to model production means (technical
minimum powers, start-up costs, minimum uptimes and downtimes…) and
regulation devices (valves, pumps, upstream and downstream pressure
regulators…);
• A great number of nonlinear equations to model pressure drop along each
pipe, to model power equivalent to a product of a variable mass flow and a
variable difference of temperature, as well as to model several production
means (non-constant efficiencies, pumps cascade and hysteresis cycles).
Prosumer tool determines the optimal size of the different assets in order to
fill the different energy needs [7]. One of the strengths of Prosumer is that the tool
may consider any kind of input energy fluids for genericity: common energy fluids
(Hydrogen, electricity, heat, gas) but also more specific ones (chemicals, Ammonia,
Oxygen, water, …) or very specific elements like mobility. This genericity makes
the tool very flexible and it may therefore be adapted to multiple applications for
B2B (industries, mines, airports, utilities, etc.) and B2T (Campus, villages, ecodistricts, islands, etc.), as shown by Figure 1 below.
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Figure 1. Types of applications with Prosumer

3. Optimized DHC networks with NEMO
3.1. Input data requirements
NEMO allows dispatching teams to forecast the consumption of the clients,
to economically optimize the use of plants and fuels, in order to answer demand
while respecting many constraints, being operational or physical. Figure 2 below
describes the tool structure: input can be fixed parameters (blue), real time data
updated on an hourly or weekly basis (grey), or manually updated constraints such
as availability constraints (turquoise). The workflow on the right split the user daily
workflow into 3 steps: the demand forecast, the optimisation step and the
visualization step.

Figure 2. NEMO structure
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The demand forecast step is crucial for the whole process: if the forecasted
demand does not match the real demand, the results of following steps will not be
relevant. Considerable time has been spent by mathematics experts to find the best
machine learning models to forecast clients demand.
Inputs: Users can choose any exogenous parameters, such as atmosphere
temperature, irradiance or wind to explain the demand. Note that a demand forecast
will always be based on forecasted exogenous parameters. For example, if one uses
irradiance to predict demand, one will always have to get an irradiance prediction
before being able to predict demand. Therefore, one has to be careful when
selecting these input parameters: past values are always available, future values are
rarely predictable with a small uncertainty. As a result, if an exogenous parameter
explains 99% of the demand, and if this parameter is predicted with a 30% error, it
will automatically lead to a 30% error on the predicted demand.
Models: The tool enables users to select one or several models within a list
of classic models. Experience has shown that Random Forest regressions are
generally performing better than simpler models. They can detect threshold effects
and non-linearities. However, they tend to be bad extrapolators, emphasizing the
need of even more historical data.
Outputs: During the forecasting step, the demand can either be a heating
or cooling total power production for the whole network, or one individual forecast
for each client. For both cases, a significant amount of historical data must be
provided, in order to get a model as flexible as possible with regards to external
conditions. This is even more important as climate conditions have been deviating
notably these last years. As a consequence, if a model has not trained on a hot
February month, it will not be efficient when predicting February 2020 heating
demand in Paris, as temperatures have been 3.6°C above average.
Connectors: It is also possible to connect your own data sources to the
tool, in order to bypass this step.
3.2. Methodology
Once the data shown on Figure 2 has been provided, the objective is to get
the best dispatch between the plants to answer the forecasted demand, for the next
hours or days.
In France, one of the fuel constraints imposes a 50% share of renewable
energy consumption within the yearly energy mix. In addition, gas supply monthly
maximum and minimum quantities must usually be respected. These two
constraints must be considered for each daily commitment. However, if one thinks
of optimizing the power dispatch for the next days, one cannot add directly these
long-term constraints into the problem without increasing significantly the
timeframe of the problem and its size, making it most of time unsolvable.
To bypass this dimension issue, a first long term problem is solved without
taking the network into account (reducing drastically the problem), in order to draw
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a target for each long-term constraint. This long-term optimisation is based on a
long term forecasted demand, taking into account a mix of short-term weather
predictions and long-term estimations stemming from historical averages. For
example, Figure 3 shows in green dashes the optimal targeted renewable rate
resulting from a long-term optimisation.
Then only, short term optimisations are run on the next hours or days,
considering the previous computed targets as new constraints. The same long term
forecasted demand is considered to simplify the process. The resulting renewable rate
in grey on the Figure 3 below must follow as much as possible the green dashes. One
long term optimisation can of course be used by several short-term optimisations.

Figure 3. NEMO renewable rate evolution

3.3. Results
The current NEMO tool cuts the daily primary energy consumption of
heating and cooling networks by 3 to 12% in France and internationally. A typical
user journey begins with the demand forecast, which is done automatically
following a rule that the user chose. An example is shown on Figure 4 for March
10th, 2020:

Figure 4. NEMO steam demand forecast
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This forecasted demand is given as an input of an optimisation. Once the
mathematical model has done the job, a report is made on the optimal dispatch from
the production point of view, shown on Figure 5. For each chosen time step, a
production flow is proposed for each production site. This commitment is of course
respecting every technical unavailability, maximum and minimal powers, ramp-up,
ramp-down, uptimes and downtimes. 24-hour optimisations terminate within less
than 10 minutes for all the networks that have been used so far.

Figure 5. Dispatch proposed by NEMO

In addition, a full report on thermodynamics variables is available on a 3dimensional map, enabling to visualize easily pressures, temperatures, flow speeds,
thermal losses, and many other quantities deduced from the first ones. Figure 6
shows a sample of the results obtained with NEMO for the optimisation of a
network in Aosta (Italy). This visualization is a great tool to understand more
deeply the behaviour of networks.

Figure 6. NEMO optimisation results

Every outputs of optimisation are of course available as raw csv files to
enable user to connect their own software layer on top of the tool.
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4. Decarbonization roadmaps with Prosumer
4.1. Input data requirements
A wide range of heterogenous input data is necessary to fuel the model –
general information such as the time horizon of the analysis, specific information
related to each site/area where the project is going to be developed, fluid network
topology, but also technical data associated to each piece of equipment. Figure 7
shows on the left the inputs needed by the tool.
4.2. Methodology
Prosumer incorporates a mathematical model (forming a mixed integer
linear optimization program) that is solved using state of the art commercial solver.
As any other optimization tool, Prosumer is structured with objective function,
multiple system variables and a restriction system. By default, the objective
function is the Total Cost of Ownership (TCO).
The program minimizes the TCO (including all investment and operation
costs) of the system, while setting the optimal values of the variables and complying
with all technical constraints of the assets. System variables are technical and refer to
the loads of the different fluids, such as fluids consumption profiles or fluid flows.
Restrictions mainly address capacity limitations of fluid generation sources and fluid
networks. A synthetic representation of informational flows is presented below.

Figure 7. Prosumer informational flows

Prosumer has a three-layer structure: project/case/scenario, allowing the
user to develop multiple sensitivity analyses on various technical solutions, finally
arriving to the optimal scenario which equates with the best investment decision.
• Projects: the projects correspond for example to the different final
clients for which the user is performing simulations;
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• Cases: the cases are an intermediate level inside the projects,
corresponding to the different sites of a client;
• Scenarios: the scenarios are the real simulation level of Prosumer. They
address a specific input / output data set and contain a specific configuration
launched for a site of a client.
4.3. Results as per case study implementation
The tool provides different indicators to assess the optimal solution including
information as the size of each equipment and how they should be operated to
minimize the operation cost, but also other indicators like the production RES share or
the avoided CO2 emissions. The model outputs shown on the right of Figure 7 are
described below:
• Sizing of the assets – provides the optimal dimension of the assets
necessary to be installed;
• Dispatch of the assets – exhibits the flow distribution of all fluids
present at site/area level;
• Economic performance – economic indicators specific to pre-feasibility
analyses are provided, such as Return on Investment (ROI), Net Present Value
(NPV), Levelized Cost of Energy (LCOE);
• RES share in the total energy consumption at site/area level;
• Savings brought after project implementation, as compared to the
baseline – monetary savings (EUR)
• Avoided CO2 emissions
With the scope of exhibiting the large variety of Prosumer application
areas, a number of 3 case studies are presented hereunder.
4.3.1. Defining the zero-carbon strategy for a new urban eco-district
The context of this application was to optimize the zero-carbon investment
strategy for a new eco-district in Europe (Figure 8).
This district is composed of 5 different zones and includes needs for
electricity, heat and cold. There were possibilities for grid connection for electricity
and gas with typical supply contracts.
Prosumer application was used in this context to determine the size of
the different equipment that were needed locally. The obtained solution was
completely avoiding CO2 emissions and the NPV of the system could be
reduced by 20%.
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Figure 8. Prosumer application for zero-carbon urban eco-district definition

4.3.2. Optimal sizing of decentralized equipment for a new smart village
The context of this application was the techno economic analysis of the
best energy solution for meeting electricity and heat demand for a village in Europe
in visualizing the benefits of implementing the smart village concept (Figure 9).
The initial configuration was to consider only grid connections and
geothermal pumps. Prosumer has been used and proposed an alternative solution
where more local equipment was installed (thermal storage, heat pumps, CHP).
This solution (with an 80% RES share) implied a reduction of 10.000 tons
of CO2 emissions a year and the NPV of the system was reduced by 32%.

Figure 9. Prosumer application for smart village concept definition
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4.3.3. Investment plan of an industry to be fully green by 2040
This application concerned two industrial sites in Europe that intend to be
fully green by 2040. The application consisted in the optimization of electricity,
steam and cold production and industry processes (Figure 10).

Figure 10. Prosumer application for fully green industrial sites definition

The solution provided by Prosumer included different kind of equipment to
reach the 100% RES share. The NPV of the system was increased by 37%.
Power Purchase Agreement and on-site biogas were used to secure the long-term
needs.
5. Conclusions
In order to be able to cope with the ambitious targets for reduction of the
CO2 emissions world-wide with essential background motivation in securing life
continuity on our Planet for the future generation key domains are analysed these
days from the perspective of efficient action strategies to be effectively
implemented with high priority, such as:
• Power, Heat and Cooling generation;
• Energy-intensive sectors including oil refineries, steel works and
production of iron, aluminium, metals, cement, glass, ceramics, paper.
Addressing these needs, specialized digital tools are needed in order to
identify best energy efficiency solutions and strategic energy investments planning
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towards a zero CO2 emissions environment. The benefits of such tools are
highlighted in present paper focusing on two digital solutions developed by ENGIE
Digital, ENGIE Impact and Tractebel Advisory & Advanced Analytics (T3A):
• NEMO - a tool to optimize the District Heating & Cooling (DHC)
Networks operation and
• Prosumer – a tool to harmonize climate change imperatives with
business profitability, by designing the investment strategy of zero-carbon journey.
NEMO is a technical and economic optimization tool to simulate the best
unit commitment at a system level. It accounts for main operational constraints at
different time level (Long Term and Short Term).
NEMO is a state-of-the-art study and operation platform for heating and
cooling networks that provides:
• Consumption forecasting
• Physical flow modelling
• Production and dispatch optimization
• Losses minimization
• What-if analysis
NEMO’s major benefits to design and operate DHC systems are:
• OPEX reduction
• Project comparisons
• Unique reference
Prosumer deals with complex multifluid energy systems and it is adapted to
multiple applications for Business-to-Business (industries, mines, airports, utilities,
etc.) and Business-to-Tertiary (eco-districts, villages, campus, islands, etc.)
Prosumer designs the optimal configuration of a system minimizing its
total cost of ownership. The focus of the tool is on strategic assessment of
distributed energy projects (focus on pre-feasibility studies). This digital solution
optimizes the costs and revenues of an energy production and/or storage investment
over its lifetime. The model provides both optimal size and dispatch of the
production and storage unit(s).
All pilot case studies performed using the two digital solutions highlighted
positive results. Thus, presented tools may successfully be used to address the
current needs of energy markets in facilitating the implementation of energy
efficiency and decarbonization strategies.
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Abstract: The TRACER project supports nine coal-intensive regions around
Europe to design (or re-design) their Research and Innovation (R&I) strategies,
industrial roadmaps and decision support tools in order to facilitate their transition
towards a sustainable energy system. The TRACER consortium consists of the
following target regions: South East Bulgaria, North West Bohemia - Czech Republic,
Lusatian Lignite District - Germany, Western Macedonia - Greece, Upper Silesian
Coalfield - Poland, West Region, Jiu Valley - Romania, Wales – UK, Kolubara Serbia, Donetsk - Ukraine. TRACER activities include the identification and analysis
of best practice examples of successful and ambitious transition processes in coal
intensive regions; a detailed assessment of social, environmental and technological
challenges; an EDP (Entrepreneurial Discovery Process) to mobilise a wide range of
stakeholders in each regions; the elaboration of guidelines on how to mobilise
investment as well as dedicated activities to stimulate R&I cooperation among coal
intensive regions in Europe and beyond.
This paper will present Jiu Valley diagnosis in terms of technological,
environmental and social state of play.
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Rezumat: Proiectul TRACER sprijină 9 regiuni cu utilizare intensivă a
cărbunelui (carbonifere8) din Europa în elaborarea (sau actualiza) strategiilor de
cercetare și inovare (C&I), a foilor de parcurs industriale și a instrumentelor de
asistare în procesul decizional, pentru a facilita tranziția către un sistem energetic
durabil. Consorțiul TRACER este format din următoarele regiuni țintă: Sud-Est Bulgaria, Boemia de Nord-Vest - Republica Cehă, Lusația - Germania, Macedonia de
Vest - Grecia, Silezia Superioară - Polonia, Valea Jiului din Regiunea Vest - România,
Țara Galilor - Marea Britanie, Kolubara - Serbia, Donețk - Ucraina. Activitățile
TRACER includ: identificarea și analiza exemplelor de bune practici ale proceselor
reușite de tranziție a regiunilor cu utilizare intensivă a cărbunelui; evaluarea
detaliată a provocărilor sociale, de mediu și tehnologice; implementarea procesului
de descoperire antreprenorială (PDA) pentru a mobiliza o gamă largă de părți
interesate din fiecare regiune; elaborarea de ghiduri atragerea investițiilor, precum și
activități dedicate stimulării cooperării în domeniul C&I între regiunile cu utilizare
intensivă a cărbunelui din Europa și nu numai.
Această lucrare va prezenta analiza situației actuale din Valea Jiului din
punct de vedere tehnologic, mediu și social.

Cuvinte cheie: tranziție energetică, regiuni carbonifere, strategii de C&I,
foile de parcurs industriale, provocări sociale, recalificare.
1. Introduction
The 2030 climate and energy framework, adopted by the European
Council9 in October 2014 and revised in 2018 (for RES and EE targets), includes the
following EU-wide targets and policy objectives for the period from 2021 to 2030:
 At least 40% cuts in greenhouse gas emissions (from 1990 levels);
 At least 32% share for renewable energy;
 At least 32.5% improvement in energy efficiency.
As part of the European Green Deal, the Commission aims to propose
raising the EU target to at least 50% and towards 55% in a responsible way.
Currently, 41 regions in 12 Member States are actively mining coal,
providing direct employment to about 185,000 citizens. Planned and ongoing
closures of coal mines, and the commitment by a number of Member States (MS) to
phase out coal use for power generation are expected to accelerate this downward
trend. In view of this, an Initiative was launched and a Platform for Coal Regions
8

aici termenul carbonifer/e nu se referă la era geologică, ci la regiuni mono-industriale în care activitățile
economice sunt bazate pe exploatarea, procesarea și valorificarea intensivă a cărbunilor
9
https://ec.europa.eu/clima/policies/strategies/2030_en
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in Transition was designed to assist Member States and regions in tackling the
challenge of maintaining growth and jobs in these affected communities. The
Platform will enable multi-stakeholder dialogue on policy frameworks and
financing, and cover areas such as structural transformation, including economic
diversification and reskilling, the deployment of renewable energy technologies,
eco-innovation and advanced coal technologies [1]. From Romania Jiu Valley
hard-coal region is participating among the 20 coal regions from 9 MS which are
actively involved in this Initiative, for the moment.
In order to address the specific challenges in coal intensive regions, the
Commission has also introduced, on the background of the European Green Deal, a
Just Transition Mechanism10 (JTM) that will provide targeted support to these
territories towards an economically affordable and socially acceptable transition to
sustainable energy systems.
In this European technologic, environmental and social context and
considering the need for well-prepared transition strategies and action plans,
TRACER project supports nine coal-intensive regions around Europe to design
(or re-design) their Research and Innovation (R&I) strategies in order to facilitate
their transition towards a sustainable energy system [2], [3].
The purpose of the paper is to make a brief overview of TRACER project
objectives and to present a synthesis of Jiu Valley micro-region’s analyses made so
far, related to the current state of play in terms of energy technologies,
environmental impact and social challenges.
2. The TRACER project
The overall objective of TRACER is to support a number of coal-intensive
regions around Europe to design (or re-design) their Research and Innovation
(R&I) strategies in order to facilitate their transition towards a sustainable energy
system. Nine (9) European regions (Figure nr.1) are targeted by TRACER, 6 of
them in EU MS (Bulgaria, Czech Republic, Germany, Greece, Poland, Romania),
and 3 in countries outside the EU (UK, Serbia and Ukraine).
TRACER partners will assist key stakeholders from each target region,
through the provision of information, expertise and advice, as well as by decision
support tools, concrete Roadmaps and blueprints on the energy transition paths that
will be developed in the framework of TRACER. Starting from the need to boost
the effective use of innovation capacities and local knowledge not yet identified,
TRACER project has chosen to implement the Smart Specialisation Strategy - S3
approach, based on cooperation and on an inclusive process of stakeholder
involvement centred on an “entrepreneurial discovery” process (EDP).
10

https://ec.europa.eu/commission/presscorner/detail/en/ip_20_17
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 Southeast Region (BG34), Bulgaria
 North West Bohemia (CZ04), Czech
Republic
 Lusatia Region, Brandenburg (DE40)
and Dresden (DED2), Germany
 West Macedonia (EL53), Greece
 Upper Silesia (PL22), Poland
 West Region / Jiu Valley (RO42),
Romania
 Kolubara Region (RS11 and RS21),
Serbia
 Donetsk Region, Ukraine
 Wales (UKL1, UKL2), United Kingdom
Figure 1. TRACER target regions (in red)

In order to achieve TRACER overall objective several actions are meant to
be implemented in each target region, such as:
 investigations of the current status of the social, environmental and
technological challenges;
 analysis and identification of the best practices on (i.) Technologies,
industrial roadmaps and transitions strategies, (ii.) Smart Specialisation Strategies
(iii.) Financing, (v.) Labour market, Social issues and tourism, (vi.) Environmental
protection and post-mining land reclamation; …
 assistance in designing R&I strategies and roadmaps, and guidance in
financing funds accession.
COVID-19 crisis and alert/emergency state rules have an important impact
on TRACER project in terms of live cooperation and knowledge exchanges
between target regions, several events being rescheduled or transformed into virtual
meetings, but without the expected interest inside former mining communities.
TRACER project is co-financed by the European Commission, Horizon
2020 Programme.

3. Jiu Valley micro-region – state of play
TRACER target region in Romania is the West region (NUTS2, RO42)
including four counties: Timiș, Arad, Caraș-Severin and Hunedoara. Jiu Valley –
the hard coal intensive micro-region is located in the S-E of Hunedoara County
and represents 3% of the total RO42 surface of 32,034 km 2 [4]. Jiu Valley, also
called the Petroșani coalfield, is the gateway to Retezat National Park, being
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surrounded by Parâng and Retezat Mountains and crossed by the Jiu River. RO42
total resident population in 2018 was 1,784,522 inhabitants, with 7.6% in Jiu
Valley (135,989 inh.) [5].
Hard coal exploitation started here in 1840, summing up at the end of IX
century, according to Jiu Valley National Mines Closure Society (SNIMVJ),
mining perimeters of about 8,991.5 ha (90 km2). In the 90th, 17 hard coal mining
perimeters were located in Petrosani basin, currently (2018) exploitation being
carried out only in 4 perimeters (Lonea, Lupeni, Vulcan and Livezeni underground
mines). Hard coal production in 2015 was 1.3 million tons with a decreasing trend
in 2016 (1.07 million tons), 2017 (0.78 million tons) and 2018 (0.54 million tons).
The mining industry registered, in 1989, about 55,000 employees compared to 3,479
in 2018 (Hunedoara Energy Holding (CEH) - Mining Division).
The expected closure of mining perimeters and the mono-industrial
specificity of Jiu Valley area will generate a “domino” effect in terms of
unemployment, social vulnerability and depopulation, decrease in population
incomes, and quality of life [3].
3.1. Energy technologies
According to the National Agency for Mineral Resources (ANRM) [6] the
mining industry regulator, the only exploitation licenses in the Jiu Valley are held
by CEH and SNIMVJ. The companies currently operating in the hard-coal mining
industry, in Jiu Valley are presented in the Table 1.
SNIMVJ produced hard-coal until 2017, when the reserves were exhausted,
starting in parallel a safe closing and remediation procedure.
The average calorific value of the Romanian hard-coal is estimated at
3,500-4,000 kcal/kg. Jiu Valley hard-coal, even if it is devoid of pyrite, has a high
sulphur content being energetically weak with no export market potential, being
strictly used for the domestic electricity and heat generation and supply. The hardcoal production decreases at CEH by 30% and the productivity with about 10% in
2018 compared to 2016, and the trend does not change even in 2019. The
inefficient exploitation of the 4 active underground mines also results from zero
investments in mining technology and equipment after the 90th and from the
average annual sale prices, which shows an increase of 40%, reaching 120 €/tons of
hard coal which is not competitive at all.
Practically the 4 underground hard coal mines, Lonea, Lupeni, Vulcan and
Livezeni – CEH subsidiaries, are still active only through State Aid, considering
both social issues related to the household’s thermal energy supply (heat and hot
water) and the maintenance of an adequate slow tertiary reserve to ensure a safe,
secure and reliable power grid operation.
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Table 1. Jiu Valley micro-region hard-coal mining industry

Company

Private/Public

CEH
Mining
Division

state owned

SNIMVJ

state owned

Energomec
Transind

SME

Structure
Lonea, Lupeni, Vulcan and Livezeni
(underground) Mines Subsidiaries
PrestServ Petroșani Subsidiary
Petrila, Paroșeni and Uricani noncompetitive underground mines
Balomir-Uricani hard-coal open pit

Mining perimeters
(km2)
51.17
19.2
1.0

Source: TRACER project D3.2 Report on Technical concepts for the transition of the
energy system into a smart, sustainable and renewable energy system in the TRACER target
regions [7]

In terms of energy generation facilities CEH is the only power and heat coalbased producer in Hunedoara County, including Jiu Valley micro-region. CEH has a
strategic role in the Romanian National Power System in terms of security of
electricity supply and geographic location, having 1,225 MW installed in the
following hard coal-based Power and Heat Generation Subsidiaries:
 Deva TPP Subsidiary (4x210 MW + 1x235 MW) – located in Mintia
village, in the North part of Hunedoara county;
 Paroşeni CHPP Subsidiary (1x150 MW) – located in Vulcan
municipality, inside Jiu Valley – TRACER target region, and having in operation
[6], [8]:
- 1 x power unit (no.4) equipped with Turboatom extracting steam turbine
type, having an installed capacity of 150MWel and 174.4MWth (150Gcal/h) at the steam
bleed, and a Babcock-Hitachi steam boiler (540t/h, 138bar, 541°C), PCC type
(pulverised coal combustion), running on hard-coal; this power unit had completed an
upgrading and retrofitting program in 2007, being qualified, according to legislation in
force, as highly efficient cogeneration unit;
- 1 x hot water boiler (HWB) from IMUC Pitești, running on hard-coal, with
an installed capacity of 120MWth (103.2Gcal/h, 70/150°C), capable of supplying 4
DHSs (Lupeni, Vulcan, Aninoasa, Petroșani);
- 1 x TP (Thermal Plant) for start-up, LOSS International, equipped with
2x20t/h steam boilers (28MWth installed capacity), running on n.g (natural gas).
Main technical features, power and heat generation and supply, for the year
2018 are presented in Table 2.
The generated, as well as the supplied electricity decreased by 44% in 2018
compared to 2016, a trend that will continue. Related to the electricity sales price at
CEH level there is an increasing trend with 40-70% in 2018, 2017 compared to
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2016, but nevertheless the production cost is not even 50% covered in 2018 - which
mirrors the inefficient operation of all CEH subsidiaries (mining and energy
generation) [7].
Table 2. Technical features for hard coal-based energy generation facilities CEHParoșeni CHPP, in Jiu Valley micro-region (2018)
Features
Energy generation units
Used technology
Commissioning year
Installed /
running on hard coal
available
capacity
running on other fuel
(MW)
designed
Efficiency (%) annual average in
operation
Hard coal-based power generation –
electricity (MWh/year)
Hard coal-based heat generation - thermal
energy (MWh/year)
Total energy generation (electrical &
thermal energy) (MWh/year)
Annual average fuel consumption (toe)
hard coal and support fuel (n.g.)
Fuel consumption structure (%)
hard coal / n.g.
Electricity supply (MWh/year)
NPS* / others
Heat and hot water supply (MWh/year)
households / non-households
Total energy supply (MWh/year)
electrical & thermal energy

TP**
2010
-

CEH - Paroșeni CHPP
Power
HWB
Total
unit no.4
PCC
PCC
1998
2007
120 / 120 150 / 150 270 / 270

28 / 28

-

-

-

NA

88.5

40.9

-

-

76.0

36.0

-

-

-

239,220.0

239,220.0

-

83,486.0

23,040.2

106,526.2

-

83,486.0

262,260.2

345,746.2

-

13,456.7

89,394.5

102,851.2

- /100

98 / 2

98 / 2

98 / 2

-

-

-

5,718.5 /
11,432.3

211,460.0
/ 157.0
4,278.5 /
6,997.4

211,460.0
/ 157.0
9,997.0 /
18,429.7

-

17,150.8

222,892.9

240,043.7

Source: TRACER project D3.2 Report [7]

In 2016, in Jiu Valley, the following companies were active in the field of
DHS – District Heating Systems [9]:
 Paroseni CHPP (cogeneration and thermal energy transmission networks
operator);
 Termoficare Petrosani; Termoficare/Edil Therma/Pregoterm Vulcan, Citadin
Aninoasa and Universal Edil Lupeni (DHS operators).
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The hard-coal produced in Jiu Valley is used only for energy purposes
(power and heat generation) at CHPP Paroșeni and Deva TPP. The former hard coal
quota allocated to CEH employees was transformed in the so called “heating aid”
during 2 winter months out of 5 on average per season.
After the 90th the unique DHS operator in the Valley “IGCL Petrosani”
supplying about 35,000 consumers [7], splits in 4 utility services companies, having
as main shareholder each Local Councils. Hard coal use for domestic purposes
(households’ heating in the urban areas) has been cut gradually due to the
aggressive lobby of companies delivering individual n.g. heating systems, the lack
of investments – maintenance works and the high losses, generating inefficient
heating services: it started before 2016 with Aninoasa city, then Lupeni and Vulcan
municipalities having only public buildings still connected to the DHS network,
and before the last winter 2019-2020 CEH - Paroseni CHPP stopped supplying all
types of consumers from Jiu Valley urban areas, including Petrosani municipality.
The reduction of the amount of thermal energy delivered to both households and
non-household’s consumers in Jiu Valley, led to a constant number of consumers
disconnected from the DHS (10-20% per year), the connection rate reaching only
20%. Switching from the centralised thermal energy supply to individual systems
on fossil fuels (natural gas) or firewood can lead to acceleration of air quality
deterioration and to the occurrence of unwanted events (e.g. risk of installations’
explosion or poisoning with CO emissions due to installations improper use,
without periodic checking).
High-efficient cogeneration is the green way to generate both electricity
and heat, but as long as this technological solution is not supported enough at
government level by appropriate policies and investments, in Romania it will be
difficult to win the households supply prices competition against individual thermal
installations on natural gas.
The DHSs being bankrupt Jiu Valley population was forced to adopt the
following heating systems technologies, in residential buildings switching from DHS to:
 75% natural gas - individual thermal installations or thermal plant per block
of flats / collective dwellings / residential building (95%-99% efficiency) and stoves
(low efficiency 40%);
 20% of the households on firewood and sometimes hard-coal - individual
thermal installations (90% efficiency) and stoves (very low efficiency 20%-30%);
 5% of the households on electric heating, fossil liquid fuels stoves, or stoves
with other type of biomass as wood pellets and wheat/straw briquettes.
A similar process has been started for the public buildings, disconnected
from the DHS and installing individual heating systems mainly on natural gas.
Without being further supported by national policies, heating systems with
the use of DHS, electricity or RES technologies will not be sufficiently competitive
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given the natural gas low price in Romania, a trend that is not expected to change
fundamentally by 2030.
In terms of RES Jiu Valley had an extremely modest approach with few small
exceptions in the micro-hydro and biogas/biomass fields, presented in Table 3 below.
Table 3. Existing RES in Jiu Valley micro-region

Owners

Biogas

Installed
capacity
(MW)
0.24
0.49
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.034
0.38

Location
territorial
administrative units
Aninoasa
Campul lui Neag
Uricani
Petrosani
Uricani
Vulcan
Petrosani

CHP

NA

Aninoasa

RES type technology/system

Livezeni
Buta
Valea de Pesti
Polatistea
Valea de Pesti
Apa Serv
Valea Jiului
Brazi - Vulcan
Biogas-based microCHP
Biomass-based CHP (under
Local Council
development)
Hidroelectrica

Small micro
sized
HPPs

Source: TRACER project D3.2 Report [7]

According to Transelectrica TSO and our energy market regulatory
authority ANRE, there is no wind or solar RES installed in Jiu Valley. The
Environmental Fund Administration [10] registered 14,000 approved individual
projects to be financed at national level (PV kit of minimum 3 kW/household),
under “Photovoltaic Green House” Financing Program, but without a clear
geographical distribution of projects by regions…probably also in Jiu Valley.
Regarding the biomass - even if wood biomass potential exists in
Hunedoara County, the restrictions, imposed by the presence of large
environmental protected areas, limit the volume of wood harvested for processing,
and still furniture manufacturing is in the top 5 turnovers. Currently, there are 2
projects of biomass or biogas-based cogeneration plants in Jiu Valley:
 Apa Serv Valea Jiului, 2 x biogas-based micro-CHPP summing up
0.38MWel, 0.436MWth by revaluating the Danutoni WTP sewage sludge in Petrosani
municipality;
 Biomass-based cogeneration unit in Aninoasa city – under development with
ESIF 2014-2020 support.
Concerning the geothermal resources, in Jiu Valley there are no available
information about the existence of such geological resources.
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3.2. Environment
In terms of compliance with environmental requirements (air quality), in
2018 in Paroseni CHPP two major environmental investments were completed: the
FGD installation and the ash & slag removal system in dens slurry, the plant being
now in compliance with Directive 2010/75/EU on industrial emissions (IED) [8].
To this aim, the values of the polluting emissions (NOx, SO2 and PM) are within the
limits imposed by Law 278/2013 regarding industrial emissions and BAT-ELVs are
observed, Paroseni CHPP having, starting with 2019, an IEP (Integrated
Environmental Permit no.3/02.05.19) and an Environmental Authorization valid
until 11.10.2022 for cogeneration and district heating [7].
Regarding the water quality Hunedoara Environmental Protection Agency
required that each mining exploitation to be equipped with its own sewage
treatment plant. Additionally, the hard-coal preparation plant in Coroiești was
retrofitted and upgraded, thus substantially reducing the impact on the West Jiu
River ecosystem. In order to avoid groundwater contamination, the area of ash and
slag ponds were performed: a clay waterproofing of the slopes, an efficient
drainage system and a reverse wells system.
CEH Mining Subsidiary holds an operating license for concessional
perimeters by 2024. The total mining perimeter in Jiu Valley has a surface of about
90 km2, of which the total reclaimed land is estimated at 38 km2 (42%). The main
problems related to post-mining land and tailings use management still are:
 the proper observance of the legislation in force in the field of land
reclamation process in order to avoid landscape degradation;
 the subsidence phenomenon (0.51 km2) that led to the destruction of a large
number of households and the cultural centre in Dâlja Mare commune; and demolition of
a large number of miners’ colony "80 houses" in Lupeni municipality due to safety issues;
 the mechanical instability of about 17% of the tailings dump slopes and
irregularity of over 80% of the land [11].
3.3. Social challenges
Demographic change is one of the key challenges in Jiu Valley – related to
the phenomenon of shrinking cities, mainly due to population migration gradually
moving to the negative indices, but also to ageing and mortality growth.
Increasingly more young people leave Jiu Valley to study in large Romanian
university centres (such as Timişoara, Cluj-Napoca and Bucharest) or to take
advantage of better professional opportunities either in large cities or abroad. The
trend in recent years (2015-2018) is constant but not as pronounced as the
aggressive reduction compared mainly to the '90s [12].
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Another concerning aspect is the rising number of people at risk of poverty
(10.25% estimated for 2018).
In the labour market the average number of employees in Jiu Valley microregion had a significant negative trend being cut with 34% in 2018 (24,971
employees) compared to 2015 (37,884). Focusing the analysis on the hard-coal
mining industry the average number of employees decreased by 41% from 2015 to
2018, the impact of laid off being more pronounced for male employees (44%) and
the 25y-54y age group (42%) [12], [13].
Closure of coal mines and related activities generated a dramatic growth in rate
of unemployment, not being compensated with creation of new job opportunities. In
2015 unemployment rate in Jiu Valley ranged between 25–30%, one of the highest
rates in Romania, generating situations such as in Aninoasa city where unemployed
population outnumbers employed population. However, recently unemployment rate
has been reducing on the back of rising depopulation process, but still the major impact
is supported by young people (15y-24y).
The need for training and requalification of approx. 7000 people (in mining
and related activities) and to provide them with appropriate and sustainable jobs. We
underline the need for training and reskilling of approx. 7000 people (from mining
industry and related activities), which has to be merged with new investments
providing appropriate and sustainable jobs. The solution can be Jiu Valley education
infrastructure, which in 2018, registered 21 school units: 3 preschools, 7 primary
and secondary schools, 9 high schools, one post-high school, and one university,
summing up 20,507 enrolled students, out of which 73% in pre-university
education system. But, due to lack of attractiveness and connection with the labour
market needs, the graduation rate was very low in 2018 in high-schools (22%). In
the same year 3,297 students (from Romania, Republic of Moldova and other
countries) were enrolled in higher education programs (bachelor's, master's,
postgraduate courses, doctorate and postdoctoral programs) with only 20%
graduation rate. Higher graduation rates would be achievable if school laboratories
were equipped with appropriate equipment and more PCs would be available in
schools and high-schools (only 9.5% of the students had access to a PC) [12]. In
order to increase the socio-professional insertion of graduates and reduce youth
unemployment rate, we consider that the accelerate development of vocational and
dual education system is the key solution for Jiu Valley.
4. Challenges and future opportunities for Jiu Valley micro-region
The Increased dependence of CEH on subsidies despite mass layoffs, lack
of investments, high unemployment rates and constant social protection generated a
decline of former miners’ life quality, which deepened the inertia of nonengagement and the lack of entrepreneurial initiatives [7].
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The assessment of internal and external factors influencing the socioeconomic environment in Jiu Valley, in terms of political and legislative framework
– technologies – environment – resources, and the initial screening of the microregion potential towards a sustainable energy future, lead to a top 10 lists of
challenges and opportunities [14], [15] presented in Table 4 below:
Table 4. Top 10 challenges and opportunities in Jiu Valley micro-region
Opportunities
1.Comparative Feasibility Study for the transition to a
Challenges
1.Inexistent heating and hot water
semi-decentralized DHS, with the transformation of
households supply, despite 185 km
TS into micro-CHP or TP, RES and/or natural gas
length of existing DHS network;
based vs. the use of natural gas as a transition fuel
2.Constant number of consumers
“Paroseni CHPP switching from hard-coal to a
disconnection from the DHS (10-20%
flexible cogeneration CHP-CCGT plant, provided
per year), the connectivity rate reaching there is enough heat demand;
only 20%;
2.Change coal & firewood-based heating with natural
3.Inappropriate post mining land &
gas where no DHS exists;
buildings use management, legal
3.Increasing EE, energy savings and RES use in
disagreements and no formally
buildings, public lighting and industry;
temporary exemption from taxes at
4.R&I projects on topics as surplus heat recovery,
ownership transfer;
heat storage and mine waters potential; underground
4.Lack of RES related field data, no
mines methane capture (MMC) living lab;
regional / local potential assessment
5.PV-PPs, Hybrid PPs potential use on former mining
studies;
lands, tailings, ash & slag dumps, and buildings, in
5.Poor connectivity infrastructure (roads, parallel with electricity distribution grid retrofitting;
railways, ICT); obsolete energy
6.Jiu Valley a future electricity storage HUB,
infrastructure (electricity distribution);
including also investments in smart grid and meters;
6.Deficit of institutional capacity,
7.Jiu Valley re-training centre for market-oriented recompetences & abilities to attract funds skilling programs, including institutional capacity /
and investors; no cooperation between
competence / ability programs and project financing
local administrations;
assistance;
7.High unemployment and energy poverty 8.Supporting and encouraging domestic, industrial
rates;
and agricultural prosumers;
8.SMEs incapacity of covering co9. EC-SRSS, EC-START and ITI allocations for Jiu
financing rates;
Valley micro-region; several other financing
9.Low economic development affecting
programs (ESIF, Just Transition Fund,
the local budget and no specific
Modernisation Fund, Horizon Europe, LIFE,
“transition fiscal regime”, incentives
Danube Interreg, Innotech-student, TECH Nation
etc.;
etc.) to be launched;
10. Retraining and reskilling programs not 10. Defining specific Jiu Valley “transition eligibility
oriented to market or investors needs
rules” and fiscal regime (facilities & incentives
and under developed dual education or
package) to attract the young diaspora back home
apprenticeship system.
and stimulate investments, and sustainable
employment.
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5. Conclusions
The West Region (Arad, Timis, Caras-Severin and Hunedoara counties), in
terms of installed power capacities for electricity generation, has the following
structure: 56% coal, 2% hydrocarbons, 35% hydro, 3% wind and 4% solar (PV).
The greener county is Caras-Severin (79% hydro, 21% wind) and at the opposite
pole is Hunedoara with 69.37% coal, 30.51% hydro, 0.0002% wind, 0.03%
biomass & biogas and 0.08% solar. The structure of the energy park in Jiu Valley
(Figure 2) demonstrates the dominance of the coal-based installed capacities for
electricity generation and the very low development of RES [7].

Figure 2. Installed power capacities, West Region – Hunedoara
County – Jiu Valley

The transformation into a RES-based sustainable energy system with low
carbon emissions can be made gradually, with natural gas (n.g.) as a transition fuel,
in order to provide a time buffer for upgrading and retrofitting the electricity
distribution networks, as many of them are obsolete. The gradual transition of Jiu
Valley micro-region to a RES-based energy system, by switching
power/cogeneration units from hard-coal to n.g. is also necessary, knowing that
wind and solar energy are variable resources, unable to ensure the entire energy
demand, especially in extreme weather conditions generated by the increasing
negative impact of climate change.
Each TRACER region, a mix of urban, peri-urban and rural communities,
responds in a personalized way to current and future socio-economic challenges.
In conclusion, in order to succeed in addressing the socio-economic
challenges of the transition from coal, Jiu Valley micro-region needs a strategy and
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effective policies intervention focused on human capital, financial support and a
community responsible dialogue and engagement are mostly needed.
To this aim, for Jiu Valley micro-region it is a must to take advantage of
the following 2 major opportunities provided by the EC and the Romanian
government:
1. being included in the European Commission’s Platform for Coal Regions in
Transition,
 the Ministry of European Funds obtained support from the Commission to
fund the preparation of “Jiu Valley Strategy for Transition from Coal 2021-2030”,
through the Structural Reform Support Service (SRSS);
 all 6 Local Councils signatories of the partnership MoU in 2019 “Jiu Valley
Partnership for a Just and Fair Transition” will receive initiative support through the
Secretariat’s Technical Assistance for Regions in Transition (START).
2. for the period 2021-2027, the Ministry of European Funds is envisaging Jiu
Valley micro-region to benefit from ITI allocations - Integrated Territorial Investment
mechanism; initiative which will replicate the good practices in the Danube Delta [16],
through customised financing programs structured according with Jiu Valley
specificities and needs.
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ZERO HOUR FOR CLIMATE ACTION. INTELLIGENT
DECISION-MAKING FOR SUSTAINABLE
MANAGEMENT OF ENERGY
MOMENTUL ZERO PENTRU ACȚIUNE CLIMATICĂ.
DECIZII INTELIGENTE PENTRU UN MANAGEMENT
SUSTENABIL AL ENERGIEI
Claudiu-Ionuț CREȚU-SÂRBU1
Abstract: On November 29, 2019, the EU parliament declared „climate and
environmental emergency”. The biggest challenge of humanity is happening NOW
and is accelerating. Planet Earth in its entirety is impacted like never before. The
ecosystems are struggling and every single living creature is affected. Greenhouse
gas levels in the atmosphere also hit record high leading to changes in the duration
and intensity of natural phenomena which seem to turn into real disasters. Carbon
dioxide emissions resulting from the use of fossil fuels in economic and industrial
activities have a drastic impact on climate change. There is a close relationship
between urbanization, economic growth, energy demand and consumption, energy
production, industry, transport, greenhouse gas emissions and climate change.
Currently, this seems to be a vicious cycle that can be turned into a positive new
paradigm by enhancing synergies among them. It is not a matter of simply changing
anymore, it is about acting smart. In a modern world, intelligent leaders can
successfully use super-intelligent digital technologies to reduce global greenhouse
gas emissions. A new age of green growth is emerging through integration of
renewables. The embedding of new technologies and artificial intelligence solutions
in the energy infrastructure will radicalize decision-making and improve workflows,
thus creating a new future of clean energy.

Keywords: climate emergency, sustainable energy management, artificial
intelligence, decision making, intelligent control
Rezumat: Pe 29 noiembrie 2019, Parlamentul European a decretat „stare de
urgență climatică”. Cea mai mare provocare a omenirii se întâmplă ACUM NOW și
se accelerează. Planeta Pământ este supusă unui impact nemaintâlnit. Ecosistemele
se luptă și fiecare creatură este afectată. Emisiile de gaze cu efect de seră au atins
niveluri record conducând la modificări în ceea ce privește durata și intensitatea
fenomenelor naturale care se transformă în dezastre. Emisiile de CO2 ce rezultă din
utilizarea combustibililor fosili în activități economice și industriale au un impact
drastic asupra climei. E o legătură strânsă între urbanizare, creștere economică,
cerere și consum de energie, producere, industrie, transport, emisii de gaze cu efect
de seră și schimbările climatice. Acesta pare un cerc vicios care, însă, poate fi
1
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transformat într-o paradigmă nouă, pozitivă, prin eficientizarea sinergiilor dintre
acestea. Nu mai este vorba doar despre schimbare, ci despre a acționa inteligent.
Într-o lume moderna, liderii inteligenți pot folosi tehnologii digitale super-inteligente
pentru a reduce emisiile globale de gaze cu efect de seră. O nouă eră ecologică se
conturează acum prin integrarea regenerabilelor. Integrarea noilor tehnologii și a
soluțiilor bazate pe inteligență artificială în infrastructura energetică va radicaliza
procesul de decizie și va îmbunătăți procesele de operare, creând un viitor nou al
energiei curate.

Cuvinte cheie: urgență climatică, management sustenabil al energiei, inteligență
artificială, proces decizional, control inteligent
1. Introduction
Humanity is facing the greatest challenge of all times: climate change. It’s
happening faster than we expected; it even seems to surpass our reaction. 2019 was
the year with several negative records related to climate change. The data provided
by the World Meteorological Organization classified 2019 as the second hottest
year in the history, after 2016. It also estimates that there will be a 3 up to 5 degrees
increase in the global temperature until the end of the century as the carbon dioxide
and green house gas emissions continue to grow.
There is a close connection between climate and energy as the energy sector
has an important influence on climate change. Population growth coupled with
rapid urbanization, rising energy consumption and increase in energy production
result in global energy-related greenhouse gas emissions that lead to climate
change. According to IEA (2019) energy accounts for two-thirds of total
greenhouse gas emissions.
Urban expansion, economic and digital development translate into bigger
energy consumption, resource extraction and land management activities. The links
between these issues must be identified and developed and the potential
consequences arising from such interactions must be comprehended and,
eventually, overcome. Natural resources are not finite. The worldwide energy
system consumes huge quantities of natural resources, such as fossil fuels (oil, coal,
natural gas) to produce electricity and heat. These are nonrenewable resources and
the current levels of consumption put severe pressure on their existence.
Certainly, the energy sector is a big problem but, in the same time, a great
solution for combating climate change. Renewables and energy efficiency measures
could reach 90% of the required carbon reductions according to an analysis made
by IEA (2019). All the discussions, debates, plans, measures and policies on energy
include the climate change issue in the endeavor to create sustainable social and
economic development and to save the planet. A global energy transition is in
progress. Sustained by intelligent technologies, the energy sector will reveal its
enormous potential to tackle the most pressing challenge of the moment: climate
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change. Energy becomes a central player. We have the knowledge and tools to
react, to overcome challenges and to improve life quality.
.
2. A holistic approach to energy management. Looking at the bigger
picture
Efficient and effective use of energy for reducing demand, lowering costs,
increasing organizational performance and consumer comfort, as well as for
reducing greenhouse gas emissions is extremely important as energy reaches every
aspect of life. We could not imagine the modern world without energy as we could
not imagine either a modern world destroyed by the excessive use of energy.
Therefore, we have to be efficient at all levels: individual, organizational,
social, political, institutional. Developing and maintaining energy efficiency means
achieving common objectives such as sustainable economy (cost savings) and clean
environment (reducing harmful greenhouse gas emissions). Efficient energy
management becomes a necessity as organizations need to update themselves for
maximum productivity and resource efficiency.
Working holistically, with smart goals may be of great support in decisionmaking processes and, implicitly, in the energy management approach. Data-driven
systems can foster efficient management of energy flows by observing at an
extended level all processes (energy production, energy demand, energy
infrastructures, energy end-users) and after interconnecting and analyzing those
processes, such systems may issue a solution that is best fit for managers and the
organization in their efforts to deliver maximum energy savings and to reduce
emissions.
3. A new culture of business management. Smart decision-making for
optimum results
The role of business managers evolved together with the advance of
artificial intelligence, data analytics, machine learning, smart metering, energy
modelling. New technologies are available and help them make the difference.
Organizations in the field of energy have decisive roles in tackling climate
change. By increasing efficiency, they save money and resources and protect the
environment. Forward-thinking managers who see the opportunities that technology
can bring are able to adjust their strategies to the emerging possibilities. Countries
all over the world have set ambitious targets for reducing greenhouse gas emissions
in their efforts to approach climate change. Reducing emissions in the energy sector
is essential in order to keep pace and to meet future energy requirements. Energy
efficiency is changing with new digital technologies allowing process control and
optimization. Organizations have to set new business targets and models, therefore
managers have to think fast and smart for S.M.A.R.T. goal setting, meaning that
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these goals are Specific, Measurable, Attainable, Relevant and Time-based. AI
technology that focuses on business management and manages lots of data
influences smart decisions.
In the district heating segment for instance, which plays an important role
in the implementation of future sustainable energy systems, there are energy
production sources and distribution and transmission networks providing electricity
and heat for the population and industry. Cogeneration power plants are enormous
facilities including a lot of installations, engines, gas and steam turbines, generators
etc. All this equipment is used for simultaneously producing electricity and heat
and for obtaining the best energy consumption in terms of fuel used. The process
helps both from the economic and the environmental point of view as it implies
cost savings and pollution reduction. The district heating network includes a lot of
pipes, substations, thermal stations that need monitoring and measuring of the
operating parameters (flow, pressure, temperature) in order to reduce/avoid losses
or failures and to increase performance.
There are a lot of outputs and inputs to consider when working with so
many installations and machinery and the focus should be on how to combine them
so that to correctly foresee the real efficiency of the energy usage. There are a lot of
data and variables available on the entire chain (from production, to transmission
and, finally, to the end-user), the technical details included in the mathematical
schemes are also very complex, so trying to compare and to combine them in order
to find the best solution for improving performance out of a plurality of possibilities
might be overwhelming for the manager and his team.
Algorithms reading, learning, evaluating and analyzing floods of data are of
great help for the manager in breaking down information silos and might ease the
pressure of solving problems involving a high degree of complexity and uncertainty
which otherwise would take a lot of time. The manager is able to move his attention
to creative thinking and decisions that algorithms cannot obtain from data alone. He
may use his time to make the most productive of it. Machine learning and big data
perform routine tasks by making sense of incoming information, while managers
perform more challenging tasks as strategizing. Technology is integrated in the
decision-making process, thus augmenting manager’s capabilities to approach timeconsuming complex issues and generate efficient and effective fact- driven
decisions.
Considering the business accelerated pace, a redesign of the management
system based on intelligent resources that assist managers in taking decisions
evolves as a priority helping the organization to approach climate change.
Companies benefit from the opportunity to improve the performance of operational
processes and to decrease costs.
Gartner inc. predicted that artificial intelligence and the emerging
technologies will replace 69% of managers’ workload by 2024.
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4. Climate Smart with Smart Energy Technologies
The European Parliament declared in 2019 climate and environmental
emergency, a symbolic declaration before the UN COP25 Climate Change which
took place in December 2019 in Madrid, Spain. The declaration was made taking
into account the urgency of implementing measures to drastically reduce
greenhouse gas emissions by 2030 and reach climate neutrality by 2050 with the
objective of limiting global warming to under 1,5 degrees C.
11.000 scientists from 153 countries `clearly and unequivocally` declared
in November 2019 in a paper published in the journal Bio Science of Oxford
Academy that the entire world is facing climate emergency.
Greenhouse gas emissions and CO2 are the main reason for global average
temperature increase. They are correlated with energy and industrial production.
Therefore, the new generation of smart energy business leaders open to
learn and make predictions from big data and ready for a new vision must take the
step forward and address climate change NOW. There is no time to loose. It is a
sort of final call to save the planet from irreversible damage. Climate change is not
a political issue anymore, it is a matter of cooperation at all levels. It concerns us
individually and collectively. We must switch to low carbon and, finally, to carbonfree energy. The transition to renewable energy is fundamental to energy resilience
actions. Deep decarbonisation of the energy sector will help reach the climate
targets. Energy business leaders need to be open-minded to improve energy
efficiency in their company’s operations, in a totally new way. Traditional methods
are no longer available as the rapidity of change imposes new thinking and new
ways of action. Artificial intelligence technologies may be the key to improve
efficiency, cut emissions, take good decisions and help save the world.
The traditional energy infrastructures were not designed to face the present
challenges related to the energy demand and supply. Meanwhile, cities prospered
and high level urban living came with high levels of energy use. Higher density
livings imposes a replacement of traditional energy forms with new, modern ones.
Smart energies and smart energy systems based on intelligent technologies are now
available for a sustainable energy future in smart cities. The only thing to do is to
open to technologies like artificial intelligence, machine learning, cloud computing,
big data, neural networks which have the ability to unlock secrets held within data
and which may be a huge support for subsequent interference and results.
In order to be considered smart and sustainable, future energy systems have
to use clean, affordable and reliable resources. That means integrating renewable
energies into the system (solar, wind, hydro, geothermal, hydrogen, biomass).
Integrated energy systems is an approach that could help a lot in solving the
significant energy challenges and ensuring efficient use of renewable energy.
Energy is not only about electricity. It is also about heat and transport which are
still based on important quantities of fossil fuels responsible for large proportions
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of energy-related CO2 emissions. According to an IEA analysis(2018), heat and
transport together account for 80% of total final energy consumption. Creating
synergies between electricity, heating and cooling and transportation may increase
the system’s flexibility and balance the intermittences of renewable energy sources
(wind, sun).
Battery storage is an innovative technology that supports energy system’s
reliability and smooths out fluctuations of renewables. A Mc Kinsey research
(2017) revealed the near-term potential of energy storage and also the fact that this
technology is already economical. Electrical grids may be easily balanced through
battery storage in cases where there is an energy surplus for instance, because of the
fact that the wind was more powerful than estimated. In this case, the energy
surplus is stored in batteries instead of being injected directly into the network
where it could lead to grid imbalance. The stored energy surplus will be used when
the wind is weaker or still.
The emergency energy storage is also vital in case of grid failures. This
type of system operates independently from the grid and it can provide safe
electricity.
Hydrogen is another innovative renewable energy perspective that already
revolutionizes the way energy sector operates. The costs associated with the use of
hydrogen technologies, as well as the urgency of taking action against climate
changes by reducing greenhouse gas emissions make of this simple element an
important component of the green strategy for a clean transition. IRENA suggests
in a recent report (2019) that hydrogen from renewables may be a real support for
actions approaching energy challenges in the context of climate action solutions.
Synthetic natural gas, biogas, biomethane and hydrogen are renewables gases. The
existing gas infrastructures are fit for including hydrogen in energy as it can be
injected as synthetic gas from renewables and transported through the gas network.
Energy sector coupling brings new synergies between the electricity and natural gas
sectors through Power-to-Hydrogen and Hydrogen-to-Gas type applications.
Surplus renewable electricity converted could be transported or stored.
Hybrid renewable energy systems are formed of two or more energy
sources used together to provide energy efficiency and to balance energy supply.
Obtaining energy from several sources is more durable and cost-effective than
obtaining it from a single source. Usually, fossil fuels are combined with renewable
energy sources in order to decrease the cost of electricity produced from fossil fuels
or to balance the renewable energy intermittence. Combined with battery storage
and intelligent digital systems, the results are even reliable.
Hybrid renewable energy systems may be used for electricity and heat
supply to households. Residential buildings are important energy consumers,
especially in high density urban areas, therefore, by integrating one or more
renewable sources into a hybrid system for electricity and heat supply may be an
efficient solution to the clean and reliable energy supply issue. According to
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Eurostat statistics (2019), heating of space and water represents 78,9% of the final
energy consumed by households in Europe. This leads to a significant CO2
footprint and high levels of greenhouse gas emissions at the level of the city. A
smart solution to this challenge is clean heating. Power-to-heat systems are hybrid
systems where surplus electricity from renewables can be used for supplying heat.
The heat produced from excessive renewable energy is stored and used later when
needed.
Smart sector integration seems to be the only way to have deep
decarbonisation and to successfully fulfil the energy transition. The energy
transition can fully succeed within a holistic, renewable energy framework. By
lowering energy consumption, reducing investment costs and integrating higher
quantities of renewable energy sources in the energy mix, sector coupling is key to
reduce carbon emissions so as to limit climate change and to fulfil the 2050 carbon
neutral scenarios of the European Union.
The operation of multi-source energy grids is not simple; on the contrary, it
becomes very complex, as huge amounts of data will be available from several
sources and they will have to be gathered and stored in order to be analysed, take
the essence from it and produce best results. AI-driven technologies are the perfect
support for an efficient, resilient, intelligent integrated energy system. Machine
learning, a subset of AI, can analyse great amounts of data and offer accurate and
deep understating so that organizations be able to make intelligent decisions and
choices.
AI may improve forecasts and facilitate integration of renewable energy
sources into the existing infrastructures. These clean sources are a reliable option
within the efforts to reduce CO2 emission from fossil fuels. The global energy
demand is increasing together with economic development. Fossil fuels are no
longer a valid option due to high energy consumption. Renewable energy sources
seem to be the alternative, but their intermittent nature is a vulnerability. Weather
changes may influence the energy flow and the power grids. Under these
conditions, the role of AI is to make more accurate weather forecasts based on real
time conditions having in view that traditional weather prediction models can be
slow and, in case of sudden meteorological changes, may be inefficient.
Several interconnected computer devices, satellites and sensors are linked
to the grid. AI is able to collect, combine, analyse and decode massive amounts of
past and present data coming from these sources in order to make accurate weather
predictions for energy production balancing. An imbalanced grid (e.g. an electricity
surplus is injected into the grid or the quantity injected is too low) may lead to
disconnections of the power plants from the grid because of the frequency
deviations. This implies cost-related consequences.
AI can predict future renewable generation for smart grid’s energy output
and is a great support for decision-making in approaching changes and fluctuations.
With an algorithm, AI solves an important issue like forecasting renewable-based
energy production under unpredictable circumstances.
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Beside managing intermittency, AI can also provide high efficiency,
security of supply and reliability. The electricity and heat networks are complex,
critical infrastructures, so the main aim is to keep them safe in order to provide
electricity and heat to customers without disturbances. Keeping such complex
infrastructures in stable conditions is not simple, especially during this transition
period which significantly changes the way electricity is generated. Algorithms
may make precise and correct predictions and offer high support in detecting in real
time any disruptions or interferences at the grid level or at the level of the power
plants in terms of changing frequencies or proper operation. Data come from
different sources and the volume is very high, so machine learning may
optimize the operation process through data processing. By doing this in real time,
they can locate the fault and the type of anomaly and then correct and diagnose it.
Thus, the number of maintenance interventions decreases and the losses are reduced
resulting in lower operating costs.
The changing dynamics of the energy sector in the context of the accelerating
energy transition and of the fight for climate protection needs intelligent reaction
and adaptation to the new challenges. Artificial Intelligence is the main driving
force of the energy transition.
5. Findings
•
The largest share of global greenhouse gas emissions is the result of
burning fossil fuels for electricity, heat and transportation.
•
Greenhouse gas emissions make the planet warmer and are a real menace
for the environment and our way of life. Climate change is happening now and is
accelerating.
•
Urgent action is needed to mitigate climate challenges.
•
An energy transition from fossil-based to zero-carbon is underway. The
global energy sector is changing. A new paradigm for sustainable energy use is
emerging.
•
Renewables are the key for clean energy economy.
•
Energy leaders are central through their strategic thinking and making
efficient intelligent policies and decisions within the transition.
Smart technologies like artificial intelligence, machine learning, cloud
computing, neural networks are a solution to renewables intermittency issue and
help energy leaders adapt to change and solve the most pressing problem of our
time: climate change.
6. Conclusions
The modern world is becoming ever more complex. Traditional systems
become obsolete and new ways of improving economy and life emerge.
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We have prospered and evolved along the centuries, the economic and social
progress is highly visible, the innovations and digital developments are
unprecedented and we are heading towards solutions that will reinvent our world.
Technological innovations in the digital field are the greatest agent of change in this
modern reality and are happening as we are speaking. They evolve so rapidly and
interfere with so many segments of our lives, in so very short intervals, that we are
pushed to keep up.
Yet, all this progress and prosperity leads to an increase of the energy
production and consumption, thus putting pressure on the environment and the
world we live in. There is progress versus finite resources. All signals received
globally on the drastic climatic changes that became a real menace for the planet
and for our health and security, determine us to think of a huge change of vision
that should help us obtain human well-being in a sustainable way.
It is crucial that we become aware of the complexity and adapt to manage it
and to limit it. We need clean, affordable and sustainable energy. A complete
change of vision and strategy is the key. Artificial intelligence, Internet of Things,
machine learning, big data are intelligent solutions that can boost energy efficiency
and help us meet the ambitious climate targets set to save the planet.
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